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A high-resolution, multi-level. primitive equation ocean model is used to 
examine the response of an eastern boundary oceanic regi me to thermal and 
wind forcing. The focus of this study is the anomalous Leeuwin Current 
System off Western and Southern Australia. 
Three types of experiments are conducted. The first type forces the model 
from rest with the Indian Ocean climatological temperature gradient as an initial 
condition only, while the second type repeats the fi rst experiment with the added 
contribution of the North West Shelf water temperature profile. The role of 
irregu lar coastline geometry on the generation of currents and eddies is also 
exam ined hy comparing these cases with and without an irregular (realistic) 
coastline. The third type, with an irregu lar coastline, forces the model from rest 
with constant thermal and wind forcing. A one-time application of the NOith 
West Shelf water is added during the model mn. 
In all experiments, surface currents, undercurrents, meanders, and eddies 
are generated. The results from experiments with an irregular. rather than an 
idealized coastline, show preferred eddy generation locations. The results from 
the third type of experiment, which has the most realistic features. agrees well 
with available observations off Western and Southern Australia. These results 
support the hypothesis that both thermal and wind forcing are important 
mechanisms for the generation of many of the observed features ill the Leeuwin 
Current System. 
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I . INTRODUCTION 
unlike other ICaste:::-n boundary current" which f l ow 
equatorward in response to strong equatorial winds, the 
Leeuwin Current flows against the wind" o tf Western Aust:::-alia. 
The Leeuwin Current i~; a thenr,a1ly driven, anomalO~lS, Indian 
Ucean ea"tern boundary current whjch f10'..,'s poleward along the 
V,estern Austra l ian coast, down to Cape Leeu'l.'in, and swings 
abruptly easL"lard extending as far east as the Great 
Australian Bight (e . g. Cresswe l l and Go l d:'ng, 1980). This 
anonalous surface flow is credited with the appearance of 
tropical marine species off both the 'I.'estern and southwestel:"n 
Aust:::alian coasts (Pearce and G:::-iffiths, 1991) . The current 
also can exhibit a strong seasonal variation 'I.'hich effects the 
floI''' inlo the Grea t Austra l ian Bight, and the location of 
regiona l eddy pairs (Cresswel l and Peterson, 1993). These 
characteristics of the Leeuwin Current provide a unique 
opportu n ity to examine the roles of "lind and ocean tr,ermal 
forcing on the generation ar.d I:laintenance of an east.ern 
boundary current and its associat.ed eddies. 
l'he Office of Nava) Research has placed the study of 
bour.dary currents (EBCs) and eddy generat:'on 
:nechanisms as an accelerated research initiative (Bayler and 
Batteen, 1991) . By obtaining a bett_er physical underst.anding 
of the ro l es of t.he forcing mechanisms and dominant 
i nstability mechanis:ns, oceanographers can provide a basis for 
predicting currents and eddies in Eec regions . This 
understanding can be expanded LO provide accurate forecasts of 
:' i sh migration for the fis!ling industry based on current 
st:!""englhs, l ocal upwel l ing, o:!"" the pre"ence of l'1eander-s and 
eddies. Kno'l.'ledge of eddies, evolution and migr-at i on, and 
cur-rent variations can a l so provide an estimate of current 
impa.ct on tactical sensor performance in the regions of EeCs. 
This study exarr.ines the dynamics of the Leeuwin Current 
it translaLes from north-south to west-east along the 
AusLralian coast. With the use of a model, the impacL of 
cl:'..rr.ato:"ogical ocean the:::-mal forcing and wind forcing and 
their effecLs on the instabiliLy mechanisms anc cu:::-rent 
characte:::-istics are exp:"ored. This study ext£nds pyior-
efforts which focusec. only on the W£sLer n Australian r-egion by 
expanding the model domain eastwar-d to inc 1 ude both the 
Wester-n and Southern AusLralian coastal regions, and focusing 
on cu:::-rent dyr.a.rr.ics and eddy g£neration in both r-egions. 
':!'he goal of this thesis is to carr-y out process -o:::-iented 
modeling studies to exarr.ine and model the generation and 
sLcib:'..liLy of currents and eddies in the Leeuwin Current system 
in Lhe regiol~ shown in Figure 1.1, with special concentration 
un Lhe area n:::-ound Cape Leeuwin and eastward to Esperanc£ 
(entrance tu the Great Australian Bight). 'This paper will 
focus on several elements. The first element is to deter mine 
current characteristics, such as the seasonal extent of the 
flow of the Leeuwin Cur:::-ent into the Gr-eat Australian Bight, 
and whether an undercurrent along Southern Australia exists 
simi In:::- to the underccrrent nlong West.ern Australia. The 
second element is to utilize ener-gy analysis techniqces tu 
deterrr.ine the cominant instability mechanisms for the eddies 
in the region. 'The last element .. iill focus on the r-ole of 
irregula::::- cOnstline geometry in the generatiun of currents and 
eddies in the Leeuwin cu:::-r-ent as it translates from Western to 
Southern Australia. The addiLiunal contribution of the ocean 
the::-mnl forcing from the No:::-th West Shelf (NWS) wate:::-s will 
also be addressed. 
The organization of this paper is as follows: Chapter II 
p::::-esents a detailec. descriptive and modeling bnckground of the 
Leeuwir. Current along with objectives 0::: the study; Chapter 
III describes the numerical mocel, expe::::-imental design, 
analysis tools and techniques used; Chapter IV discusses model 
r-esults and their significance; nnd Chapte::::- V contnin.s a 
summa ry wi t h conc l u s ions and recommendations. 
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Figure 1.1: Area of study is a 1408 km (east- '..Jes tl by 
1 7 9). krr. Inorth-sout h) box encompassing the ' ... 'est a n d 
soutr. coast of Australia. 
II. BACKGROUND 
'l'he Leeuwin Cc.rrer.t can be de"criced as a bony uf warm 
':'c'otI-salin-it_y t.ropical ,,"'at:<"r t.hat forms a st.rollg I:ct.:::-row cur:::-en:: 
dloI:g the c::.nt:inent.a::' shelf edge, ::rom abO',"L 22 uS of:: thcc 
\'iet:LeYll Ac.st.ralian coas::, ayound Cape T,eec., .. ,.iI: a:ld ir.to thcc 
GredL AL:sLralian Eight. (Cycc,,~,,'ccl::' al:d Goldinq, 1980). 
Sa::ell:" te imLlge:co (e. 9 . Figure:<. 1) :cobow u ::'urge wedge of ,,"'an:l 
wa:::er :"n the Northeast Indian Ocean beinq f',"n:le::'eu. i:l.to a 
:ldr.:::'u .. ! cL:.:::rellL near I\orth West Cape, tl:en movi:lg SO',":::~"l alOl:g 
the shcc::.f ar.d ~lope, L:nLil reachir.g Capcc [,eec.wi:l v.':"lere iL 
abrupt::'y s'''''i:l.qs eas::v.'a:cd a:ld cxteno.s across :::"le Great 
Auptra::'ian B:"gr.t (e.g. Pearce a:1d Cressv.'e::'::', =--9R<:J). Both the 
sa'~ellite image ami hydrograp:'1ic data (:-lot. sbown) show the 
Lee',"wi:l Cur,:::'e:1L u:ldergoing Ci sign:: lica:1L dynill:J.:"cal chanqe as 
the ::10''''' approaches Cupe Leeuwi:l. =n particular, the warm 
wdLer moves 0:1':.0 ::::"le shel:: ano. tl:e outer :::en'.pera:'·,"re ::ront 
becomc" st:ro:lger dnd more s::ldrply ue.::::illeu. Maxim'-1:n vcloci :::ies 
at ::r.e southlo';c,,:-_ corncY(-l.R mis) dYC found just beyond the 
.cd~elf break (Grif.:iths a:l.d Pearce, :'955). 
'=':"le :'eeuwill Current. ::'00 unlike any othey Eac. '['be :ndj ur 
subt:copicdl EBC~; sucb as t.he California, Ca:1ary, ?erc., and 
Denquela c',"rrer.ts u.:::e Cb.uilcLerized lly clilllu::olog::'cally weak 
«10 c:n/s} broad (-lCOO krn wide) co::'d sc.rface flow ::m .. ards 
:':'1" C::::IuciLo!: ill Lhe directioI: of '_::le prevailillg .. !inns, 
m depth) t.hermocline, 
a:ld bigh bioloqica::' product.ion due to vast reg-ional- upwelling 
(parYish et al. 1983). Observa::io:la::' stud::'es along the cuast 
0:: '!;cs::crn AusLralid l :ave ~;ho\ .. n '~::ldL. L.be Leeuw:"r. Current is 
ct~aract:erized by a st:::-ong (>:'5C cm/s at. :-_::':nes), l:ar.:::ow «100 
,,,,'ide) , poleward su:::-face cur:::-er.t tl:a:-_ flows opposiLe Lhe 
prevailing w::'nd d::'rec::ion (e.g. Cress .. iell and Go::'ding, 1980; 
Godfrey et al. 1986), ar.orr.alo',"s warrr. wa::er at. tl:e sur:'ace, u. 
deep (>'-,0 m d"pth) t.hermocli:le (':'horr.psOl:, 19~4), alld lower 
bio l ogical production due to vast regions of downwelling 
(Batteen et al., 1992). 
The Leeuwin Current appears to have its source in the 
Northeast Indian Ocean. The source is predominant l y 
geostrophic inflow from the west (McCreary et al., 1986 ; 
Thompson, 1987). As a result of this strong inflow of 
subtropical water towards the coast, the Leeuwin Current 
intensifies poleward (Batteen et al., 1992) . 
Two major water masses occur for all or part of the year 
a long the shelf region off Western Australia (see Figure 2 . 2): 
a warm (tropical) low salinity water mass from the North West 
Shelf (e.g. Weaver and Middleton, 1989) possibly having its 
origins in the Pacific Ocean (Godfrey and Ridgway, 1985), and 
a cooler (subtropica l ), higher saline water mass called the 
'Western Australian Current' which is inf luenced by the 
presence of a large semi-permanent trough extending in a 
northeastward direction (Andrews, 1977). 
The seas just south of Cape Leeuwin and eastward to the 
Great Australian Bight are influenced by several water types: 
1) subtropical water from west of Western Australia carried in 
a branch of the Western Australian Current in summer (Andrews, 
1977). 2) tropical water from north of Western Austra l ia 
brought by the Leeuwin Current in autwnn and winter (Rochford, 
1969; Cresswell and Golding, 1980), 3) local Sub-Antarctic 
water characterized by its coldness and low salinity, and 4) 
a warm high salinity water mass located in the central and 
eastern Great Australian Bight most of the year (Rochford, 
1986) . Because of these various water masses along the 
southern coast of Australia, there is some evidence that the 
Leeuwin Current loses its identity within the Great Australian 
Bigh t by late winter by mixing with Bight waters (Pearce and 
Cresswell, 1985) 
The generally accepted theory behind the origins of the 
Leeuwin Current is that i t is generated by an established 
meridional pressure gradient resu l ting from the large amount 
of heating in the equatorial rtegion and excess i v e cooling near 
the poleward region. A net heat loss to the atnosphere occurs 
near the Westc:-n Australian coast po l ellJard of 20cS . It 
extends do","!,. to a deplh at 1 50 m a nd results in re l atively l ow 
steric heig:'1ts at the southern end of >\'estern Aus t ra l ia 
iTomczak ane. Godfrey. 1994). The meridional pressure grae.ient 
otf 'fiestern Austral':'a is comparab l e to the pressure gradient 
driving the strong wester:1 bo:mdary currents in mest of the 
otber ocean basins (Figure 2.3). The resu l ting onshore 
geostrophic flow is strong enough to override the offshore 
Ekman flow (Tomczak and Godfrey, 1994) . 'T'he resulting 
southward f l ow at tr.e coast due to this strong mc:-idiona l 
pressure gradient overwhelms the opposing equatorward wind 
stress (c.g. Batteen and Rutherford. 1990). The southward 
t l ow feeds the wa:nn water p olewards to maintain the surface 
:leat loss. The process is selt perpetuating. as southward 
tlow is accompanied by surface cooling, and surtace cooling 
produces southward flow (Tomczak and Godfrey, 1994) . 
The relative strength of the Leeu,\lin Current's pressure 
gradient torcing versus an opposing wind force. as shown in 
F igure 2.4, varies throc:.ghout the year as seasonal changes 
affect the Southern Henisphere . The individual seasonal cycle 
of the pressure gradient! thermal forcing mechanism reinforces 
seasonal trends of the wind forcing, creating a strong 
seasonal signal i n the flow of the Leeuwin Curr!;'nt (Godfrey 
and Ridgway, 198 5). The Leeuwin Current f lows main l y but not 
exclusively in the austral autumn and austral winter (Church 
et al. 1989). The surface poleward current along th!;' Western 
Australian coast is weakest and shallowest betweer. November 
and January. follol\led by the period of .<:t: rongest ane. e.eepest 
flow between March and May. During Ma:-ch through July t he 
flO'. .. · renains po l eward but it is weaker. broader. and shallower 
and no longer confined to the upper slope (Smith et a l . 
1991). The war:n water is genera l ly seaward o f t~e shelf b reak 
<J.r:d in a band tha t is made very broad by seaward ottshoots and 
eddies. Cool water generally lies between the cur:::ent and the 
coast (Griffiths and Pea:::ce, 1985). Besides this anomalous 
poleward flow along the west coast, the:::e is an equally 
signif'.cant ano:nalous equatorward undercu::::::ent centered near 
In depth that can attain speeds comparable to the surface 
tlow, exceeding on the average 10 cmls (S:n':'th et al. 1991). 
l\ear Cape Leeuwin, as shown in l:-'igure 2.5, the Leeuwin 
Current moves fro:n the shelf edge onto the shelf and slope 
region off Southern Australia (Griffiths and Pearce, 1985). 
The Leeuwin Current carries the warmest water rr.ass of 
relat:"vely low salinity principally along the shelf break as 
far east as 1300 E. This water mass fi:::st enters the western 
end of the B':'ght region in May, disappears frolll the eastern 
end atter July and from the western end by Septeooer 
(",ochford, 1986). 
In the suwrner of 1986-1987, the Leeuwin Current caryied 
s·..lbtropical water to the southern coast until March, when the 
c·..lrrent appeared to be arrested at about 34 uS and an upwelling 
pl·.l.:ne extended westward from the southeyn coast along the 
shel:' and northward to Cape Naturaliste. In the one-month 
interval to April, the source of the curyent had switched fyom 
being SUbtropical to being tropical (Cresswell and Peterson, 
1993). Ar.ticyclonic and cyclonic eddies were found to exist 
along the Southern Australian Coast from offshoots of the 
Leeuwin Current (Legeckis and Cresswell, 1981). During the 
FranKlin Cruise's (1987) crossing of the Leeuwin Current off 
Clif::y Head (coast of Southern Australia), a westward 
undercurrent of 0.2 mls between 40C m and 700 m was discovered 
(Cresswell und Peterson, 1993), which may be comparable to the 
equatorward undercurrent along the western coast of Austral::'a. 
PREVIOUS MODELING STUDIES 
Although these observations provide insight for the basic 
nature of the Leeuwin Current, model:"ng studies are also 
requ::"red to obtain a better understanding of the current 
chClracte~isl:ics ar.::l. dynar:1icai f orcing mechanisrr,s C1round Cape 
:c..eeuwin and eastward to the G::-eat AUS Lra l ian Bight. Recent 
modeling efforts have focused on process -oriented .studies to 
better describe the contributing f orci:'llJ mechanisms aad their 
::-e l at i ve importance (Bay l er and Eatteen, 1 99 1 ). Through Lhe 
developme:'l t of both l i near and non l inea::- ana l.y tical model s, a 
better ur.dersLandi:'lg o f the characteristics and dynamics of 
tr.e !"eeuwin Current has been obtained . 
1 . Li near Mode l s 
11cCreary et al. (1986) used linear models which proc:clced 
CClrrents, b ut fai l ed to prod\~ce eddies . He conc l udec that the 
Leeuwin Curren t is ~ignificar. tly f orced by a stead y sea 
surface density field and seasonal l y vary i.ng 'I.'ind s t ~ess. 
Additionally , he concluded that nonlinear rer:10te forcing and 
othe~ nonlinear enhancements could playa signifi cant role in 
Leeuwin Current dynamics (McCreary et a l . 1986) . In their 
mode l , eddies were r,ot produced presumabl y due to the l ack of 
advection necessary f or both barotropic (horizontal shea~) 
instabi U Lies and enhancement of the Leeuwin Current 
downstreall', (Weaver and Middleton, 1989; 3atteen et al. 19 92 ) . 
Thorr.pso:1 (1987) presented a l inear analyt i cal model which 
accounted for a sig:1.ificant port ion of t~e obse~ved phenomena. 
Thompson's theory provided a ba l ance between the a l ongshore 
density gradient and the retl:.~n flux in a f!:'"ictiona l (i . e . 
E%,man ) bottom layer over the shelf, produc':'ng a near bottom 
pole'l.'ard alongsr.ore current. This onshore f l ux c~eClted a 
cross - she l f p !:'"essure gradient. t o push t he flux back out via 
the bottom slanan l ayer , which in tu!:'"n, create d a poleward 
geostrophic cu!:'"rent at the surface in addition to the 
equatorward flow generated by the bottom fr i ction layer 
[Tl:lOmpSO:l, ::' 987). Thompson explained the f l ow into the wi nd , 
t:le equLltorward ur.dercurrent, and the exis tenc e of sharp 
fronts, bUL h is linear model was confined to the shelf region 
and was we l l insho!:'"e of where eddjes ~ave been observed off 
I-/este:::-n Australia (e.g . sec Grunlingh, 1983) . 
The linear modeling sLudies of Weaver and Middleton (1989) 
conc l uded that a shelf is important to the Leeuwin Current 
dynamics . In the absence of vertical mixing, the presence of 
a s l oping shelf is necessary for the existence of the t:::-apped 
eastern boundary current. Without the sloping shelf, thc 
current radiates offshore via baroclinic Rossby wave 
propagatior. (Weaver and Middleton, 1989) without procucing 
eddies. 
Weaver and Middleton (1990) also used a linear, steady-
state, analytic model for the Leeuwin Current fo:::-ced by a mean 
a l ongshore density gradient in the Indian Ocean and the 
seasonal winds. It was shown that during the season when the 
winds are strongest (Septembe:::--February), the forcing due to 
the alongshore density gradient in the Indian Ocean off the 
coast: of Western Australia is sufficient to overcome the 
opposing wind effect, with the roet result that a strong 
southward flow exists near the shelf break in the top 200 m 
(Weaver and Middleton, 1990). 
2. Nonlinear Models 
Semtner and Chervin (1988) derived a nonlinear mocel to 
stucy global circulation . However, their global model had 
hor iz ontal resolu t ion too coarse (i .e. half a degree grid 
spacing) to adequately resolve the narrow Leeuwin Current and 
it s associated eddy fields (Batteen et al., 1992). 
Weaver and Middleton (1989) developed a nonlinear 
r.umerical model that allowed for the advection of t€mperature 
and salinity within a closed basin. An initial north-south 
density gradient based on annual mean data from Levitus (1982) 
and Rochford (1962,1969) was imposed in the top 500 m of the 
ocean domain . In the absence of external forcing, the ocean 
was al lowed to geostrophically adjus t over time. The model 
included a sloping shelf, vertica l mixir:g and bottom frictior. , 
each of wh ich has been shown capable of generating an 
10 
alongshore current. independently (as shown i:1 previous li:lea-::-
model s tudies) . The North ,-lest Shelf waters were sirr,ulated as 
d "dam-breaKing" ami was initiated 0:1 the onseL of the model 
The model ran for 80 days, produced a current but no 
eddies (probably due to the use of Laplacian rather than 
biharmonic lateral diffusion). The cur rent. WdS an init ially 
strong eastern boundary current, which i ntensified and surged 
in velocity as a nonlinear feedback mechanism took ef f ect 
(model day 55), then eventual l y dissipated ':hro'.lgh westward 
migration and friction, eliminating polewa!:'d 1;ur::ace flow. 
Weaver and Middleton (1989) noted that the presence of a 
strong offshore ter:lperature gradie:1L at the onset of the model 
run generated thermal winds that significantly enhanced the 
poleward flow via nonlinear feedback . They also ruled out the 
N\\,S ,,"'ater.'> as a primary driving mechanism tor the : .. eeuwin 
Current and concluded that t he NWS wa ter s on l y provided a 
significant enhancement to the flow (Weaver and Kiddleton, 
1990; Batteen and Bay l er, 1991) . 
The non l inear model studies of Batteen and Rutherford 
(1990) advanced the Leeuwin Current modeling efforts by 
simu l ati:lg the generation of realistic r:tesosca l e (eddy) 
features a long the Wes tern A"..lstralian coast, in addition to 
creating a poleward surface current and an equatorward 
undercurrent . For the current driven on l y by the Indian Ocean 
temperature gradient, barotropic instability developed as the 
dominant instability mechanism in the poleward end of ':he 
rr,odel domain . The addition of North West She l f waters created 
a f ar more energetic ar.a ur..stable c:.Jrrent adding to the 
baroclinicity of the f l ow. The scales of their model -
generated cu.:;re:l:" and mesoscale feat:.Jres (missing =rom 
previous mode l ing studies) were comparable with available 
observations (Batteen and Rutherford, 199G). Batteen et al . 
(1992 ) added idea l ized wind forcing to the Wes tern Australian 
rr,odel domain and concluded that wi:1d forcing effects were on l y 
discernible at the equatorward end of their model domair . . 
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Eayler and Batteen (1991) added continuous ocean thermal 
and wind forcing to the seasonal mean climatological data to 
generate the Leeuwin Current. The seasonal variation of the 
ocean t.hermal forcing provided li ttle enhancement of the 
current structure, although the seasonal variation did enhance 
eddy generation during the period of strong thermal gradients. 
~\Tind forcing significantly inhibited the poleward coastal 
flow, but did not eliminate i t . Seasonal wind forcing 
generated a strong seasonal signal in the poleward coastal 
flow, but. never dominated over the pressure gradient forcing. 
C. OBJECT:IVES OF THE STUDY 
The above paragraphs summarize the maj or modeling studies 
that have contributed to the understanding of the Leeuwin 
Current off the coast of Western Australia. A more thorough 
review of the theoretical models and relevant observations is 
given in Batteen and Rutherford (1990). 
To date, no modeling studies have effectively simulated 
the Leeuwin Current. dynamics and eddy formation mechanisms off 
the Southern Australian coast. Little is known about the 
circulation in or off the shelf east at Cape Leeuwin (Pearce 
and Cresswell, 1985). 
Because previous studies have been limited to the western 
coast of Australia or along the coast to the shelf regions 
only (Batteen et al., 1992; Weaver and Middleton, 1990), the 
present modeling study will use a model domain which 
encompasses both the Western and Southern Australia regions to 
study the Leeuwin Current dynamics as t he current. abruptly 
shifts from poleward to eastward. A full primitive equation 
{PEl model will be used to carry out process-oriented studies 
to investigate the effects of wind and thermal forcing on the 
ocean circulation in the region arou:ld Cape Leeuwin and 
eastward to Esperance (entrance to t he Great Australian 
Bight). To achieve this objective, the studies of Batteen et 
al. (1992) wi ll be extended by examining the effects of forced 
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densi t-_y forcir.g ~roIll ~~'1e :::..ev.il_ut; cl~matulogical .:-ndia:1 Ocean 
:::::H"rllld~ sl.::ucLL:.::e, '_:le ~llilux of warm, low salin::'ty water "'roIll 
:':'1e NorLh 'iJeloiL Shelf, ar.d t:1.e climatu:oqical wine stre~", La 
better describe :::'l.e contribl..:ti!lq forcinq rr,ec:'l.an':sm" and Lhe 
relative importance ':0 qene:ca::ir.g currents and eddies. The 
dyr.dm.1cal reasons :::or Lr.e gene:::-aLion and g.rowU: 0-" eddies ir. 
L'1f' oredll cirCl.:laLion ".:ill also be invet;L::'gdU"C. w;inq L'1e same 
enerqy :-_cchnique~; d~; Bd'_LeeYl eL d:. (1992) 
c.ompari.son betwee::l Doc.el rcs".llts a!ld obse:c'lat::'onal data '.oIi 1] 
.be llldc,e t.O ac.r.ess cons':steYlcy at the model w':tr. characteri.'31.ic 
fea::".lreB of Lhe casl_ware £1m·I':og Leeuv.;ir. Cl:rrent. '!'he role of 
irregular coastline geometry on the gene:::-a::ion of C-lr.::-en::s and 
eddies i'!l ::he :..eeuwin Cl.:.::-rent ",::'11 also be explored by 




Figure 2.1: Surface temperature image from the 
NOAA7 satellite . Warmer water appears as red with 
the coolest water a dark blue. Note the strong 
southward jet of the Leeuwin Current I from Pearce 
and Cresswell , 1985 ~ 
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F .l.gure 2.2 11ean lar-ge s cale cir-cu ::"at :1cn :1:1 th02 easter:1 
l ncia!"! Ocean. Tr.e [,eeuwin Cu.!:"r£'nt is the SO"...1th;·:a.:.-d flow 
of ' .... arm l ow-salini t y wa t.er down t !l.e Western oz..ustr-alian 




Figure 2.3:. Ocean basin ste!"ic height at various 
latitudes reflecting sea surface slopes {from Godfrey and 
Ridgway 1985) 
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F i gure 2.4: Ar ~nual cyc l e of net forcing for t.he Leeu'<lin 
Current· Dac;lled line. obse:::-ved pressure gradient forcing; 
d:)tt.ed line. alongshore .... ,ind stress (positive :loS 
south .. larc); solid line, ne t forcing ( from Godfrey and 




Figure 2.5: Ber.avior of the Leeuwir. Currer.t as! it 
a pp roach e s and rounds Cape Leeuwin a nd f l ows t owdrds t he 
Great Au s t.ra lian Bi gh t. The l o ng dash l ine represents t.he 
continen:al shelf (from Pearc e and Cresswell, 1 985) 
XIX. MODEL DESCRXPT J:ON AND EXPERXMENTAL DESXGN 
MODEL DES CRI P TJ:ON 
l.. Bas i c Model. 
The model used ir: this research is a slightly modified 
ve~sion of that used by Batteen et al. (1989, 1992) which ","'as 
adap Led from Haney's (1974, 1985) c l o~ed basin mode l . This 
limi t ed area ESC mode l is mul::i -level, uses non - adiaba::ic 
p:::-imitive egua:-_io;Js on a P plane, and has both barotropic and 
baroclinic components . The f.ollowing app::'ox imaLioIls are made: 
hyo.ros t atic, BOl.lssinesg, and rigid lid. (For a more detailed 
SUllUllary of the model and the governing equations, refer to 
Sat:teen et a l. 1 989) . 
2. Friction 
The r_ype o f diffu~ion used can be important for r_he 
generat:ioE of mesoscale eddies. Biharmonic rather t~an 
Laplacian laLerd l heat and momenturr. di[ fu~ion is used in this 
s tudy 'rhe use of bihannonic lateral dif f usion allows 
me~oscale ec.dy genera:-.ion via barot:::-opic Ihorizontdl-shear) or 
baroclinic (vertical-shear) instability mechanisms, or bo t h, 
a ~ Eo l land (1978) a n d iio l lanc. a n d I3atLeen (1986) have shaWl:. . 
The biharmo:lic coefficients are the same (i.e. 2.0 X 10n 
cm's-l) as used in Batteen et al. (1989). Weak (O . S cmls -l ) 
verticdl eddy viscosities and conc.L:ctivity a r e used. 
simpli f ied quadratic drag law is used La parameterize bottom 
~ tress (Weatherly, 1 972). 
3. Boundary Conditio ns 
The domain of the mode l dlong t he c oastal bounc.a::::-ies uses 
a closed boundary condition . l'I. no slip conclition on the 
alongs:'lo!:e velocity is used . The kinematic bounda!:y condition 
ot no flow throL:gh the coastal bounda::::-y is i mposed on the 
cross-s:lore velocity component. . A mociified ven,ior: of the 
Tadiation boundar-y conditions of Camer l engo and O'Brien (1980) 
is ·..Ised for the open ocean domain boundaries to the north, 
south, east, and west. Some spatial smoothing is applied in 
the vicinity of the open boundaries. 
At the surface, the rigid lid approximation filters out 
Excernal gravity waves and allows a longer time step. On the 
ocean bo ttom , no vertical heat flux or vertical velocity is 
allowed. 
4. DoltIain and Resolution 
The domain of the model is a corner shaped region 
encompassing the west and south coast of Australia from 22. 5 0 S 
to 4DoS, 1D7.5"E to 122.5"E as shown in Figure 1 .1. This 
covers an area of 1408 kIn in the c!:"oss-shore (east-west) and 
1792 km in the alongshore (nor th-south) directions . The 
ho!"izontal resolution is 11 kIn in the cross-shore direction 
and 14 kr:l in the alongshore direction. Mesoscale features 
Idthin the Leeuwin Current system should be resolvable with 
t.his reso lution because typical eddy wavelengths are around 
150 kr:l (Batteen et a!. 1992). Bottom topography has been 
omitted to focus on the roles played by thermal and wind 
forcing, a s well as the effects of an ideal 
':'!:"rEgu l ar coastline (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2). 
5. Finite Difference Scheme 
A staggered grid model, using the Arakawa and Lamb (1977) 
B-scheme is used in the horizontal. variables are defined as 
::::11101'.'5; u, v, and ware velocity components eastward, 
northward and vertical, respectively, t denotes time, T is 
temperature, p is density, p i s pressure, and '11 is the 
streamf unction. The center of each grid point defines u and 
v' .. 'hile T, p, "', W, and p are defined at the corners. The 8-
scheme is used because it gives a superior representation of 
the geostrophic adjustment process (Batteen and nan, 1981) . 
The model uses ten layers in t.he vertical, with constant 
z-levels, at depths of 13, 4 6, 98, 182 , 316, 529, 870, 1416, 
2283. and 3656 m. This spacing scheme concentrates more 
l ayers above t :'1e thermocline in the dynamically active portion 
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of the ocea n. consistent wit:h Haney (1974 ) . Va"!:"iahles are 
staggered in the vertica l with IJ. v, p, and T defined at each 
level, ",h i Ie wand p are defined between Lhe levels which l ie 
between tr.e ocean surface (w=0) and at_ the bottom (zoo-H, ",'here 
E is the depth) . A }latsuno time step followed by ten l eapfrog 
t ime steps i s 'Jsed ar-d continuous l y repeat_ed during the mode l 
6. Method of Solution 
The method of so J ution is s t raight-forward wi t h the rigid 
lid and f l at bottom asswnptions because the verticdl l y 
integrated horizontal veloci ty is subsequently non-d i vergent. 
The verLicaJ mean flow can be described by a streamfunctior: I¥ 
.... 'h i ch can be predicted from tr.e vort icity equation, .... 'hi l e the 
vertical shea"!:" currents can be predicted after- the vertical 
:11ean flow is subtracted from the original equa'_ioas. The 
ot:"ler variabl es T, p, i'll, and p can be explic i tly obtained from 
the thermodynamic energy equation, equation of state, 
contin;.dty equation. and hydrostatic relation, respective l y. 
7. Initial Conditions 
7~1.e ini t ia l te:nperature profi l e was derived from Levitus 
(1982) cli:natological daL:,. Levitus provided quar-ter l y 
temperatur e climatological data to describe the upper 250 m of 
the model ocean, and annual average Lempera t ure for fil l ing 
the rcodel l evels be l ow this depth . This data was ] inearly 
:i- nterpolated in time ~o provide daily temperatUTe values. The 
dai l y temperature values for the north and sout:1. gr-id 
boundaries were l inearly interpolated vertica l l y to model 
level values f rom the data l e vels. '1'0 fi l l the interior S;:::-id 
values, the north - south thermal gradient_ was app:::-oxi:!\dted with 
a ;neridional linear in terpolation for each mociel leve l . 'l'he 
resu l ting thermal gradient closeJ y approximates the general 
eastern Il~dian Ocean environment ~Bayley and Batteen. 1 991). 
Figure 3.:-1 shows the approximated te:npeyature profile, which 
is used as an initial condi t ion in the model simula t icns. 
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The above ini tial condi tion should allow the model to 
evolve the eastern boundary thermal characteristics. Note 
Lhat data immediately adjacent: to the coast h; no t 
incorporated into the initialization, because these values 
reflect advection by the Leeuwin Current and they distort the 
representation of open ocean geostrophic inflow forcing. 
addition. starting the model near the beginning of the year 
(within days ]-73) when the Leeuwin Current is the weakest is 
done to :ninimize the influence of the Leeuwin Current on the 
initial temperature profile. as wel l as to allo .... ' the model to 
geostrophically adjust prior to the austral summer transition 
to austral autumn when the Leeuwin Current begins its primary 
surge (Church et a l. ] 989; Weaver and Middleton, 1989). 
8 . wind Forc ing 
The winds used to force the model are from the European 
Centre for Mediwn-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Trenberth 
et al., 1990) and have been provided by the National Center 
for Atmospheric Research. winds were extracted from world 
w'..de mean monthly wind velocities that were provided at 2.5 
degree spacing for the years 1980 to 1989 along wi th ] 20 month 
climatology for the area of study. This data was linearly 
interpolated in space and then in time to provide daily 
fo r cing at the desired grid po ino;:: s . 
The wind forcing used in the model shows significant 
meridional and zonal variabi l ity in the wind stress, 
especially in the vicinity of Cape Leeuwin. Figure 3.4 shows 
a characteristic profile for the area of study. 
9. Ocean Thermal Forcing 
These studies focus on the existing thermohaline 
structure of the eastern Indian Ocean and its ability to 
create a Leeuwin Current type of flow. The oceanic thermal 
forc ing used in this model study is similar to that used by 
Bay l er and Batteen (19911, but differs by the location of the 
appl':'ed thermal forc':'ng a:ld the extent of smoothing into the 
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unforc:ed segmen t . Also techniq..:es which inc:orporat e therma l 
forcing once a day (when the wind forcing mechanism is 
deactivated), as wel l as a continuous forcing e ffor t which 
the dai l y averaged tempera ture gradient at every time 
sLep (when the wind forcing mechanism is activat8d), are used. 
The thermal forci r.9 is app l ied by daily specifying the 
north and south grid point temperature values a l ong the 
western boundary, and Lhe associated thermal gradient. These 
va l ues are de:::.-ived f rom I,evitus ( 1 982) by linearly 
interpolating in time from one season to the next, with the 
seasonal magnitude achieved at the midpoint of each season. 
The bounda:::.-y forcing values for "[ he upper four mode l layers 
increment each recode l day wh ile the lower six l ayers are he l d 
constant ( since on l y annua l data is avai l abl e from Levitus, 
1 982 fo r these layers). Daily varying only the upper four 
mode l layers (fourth layer being at 182 m) is consistent 'Nith 
the s1"".al 1 0'>'1 character of the Leeuwin Current which is 
strongest at :.he surface, and near-zero at - 150 I:l d8pth 
(Bayler and Batteen 199 1 ; Thompson 1987) . This t.hermal 
forc ing technique simulates the persistent equa:.or - to-po l e 
therma l gradient found in the open eastern Indian Ocean . The 
use of dai 1y for cing allows for geostrophic adjustment prior 
to the next forcing increment. Figur e 3. 5a-b shows t.he 
character i stic daily forcing for mode l l evel 1 (13 m) ar:d 
l evel 4 ( 1 8? m). 
The No.!"th West Shel f (!>;'WS) waters provide a significant 
influx of warm low salinity tropica l water to the Leeuwin 
Current aEd is used as an additional therrr..a l forcing source. 
The climatology at Levitus (1 982 ) prov ides a representative 
tcmperatu::ce profile for the MilS \\"aters , This study employs 
t:"1e same c hoi c:e as Batteen and Rutherford ( 1 990) for the NWS 
temperature profi l e {Table 3.1}, whic h incorporates an 
equivalent tempe!:""aLure to compensaLe for variations in density 
due to significant N\'JS deviations from a mean sa l ini ty o f. 35.6 
psu (see Bay l er and Batteen, 199 1 for more information). The 
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},'ntJS water ~s modeled as a horizonta l homogeneou s raft of warm 
water s~mulating a "dam breaking" applied to the IT.odel doma~n 
(at the north eastern ocean boundary) only once during a model 
year. This model approach is consistent with the hypothesis 
of flow reversals as a function of monsoonal winds isolating 
water on the NWS, which subsequently flow poleward (Gentilli, 
1972) . 
The specific timing o f the dam b~eak was inferred from 
observations of Cresswell and Peterson (1993). They observed 
a drastic decrease of salinity in the Leeuwin Current 
(measured near Rottnest Island) between the '-"!:arch and April 
time frame and have indicated this as the onset of the NWS 
waters influence on the Leeuwin Current. This is also 
consistent with a vailable sate l li te observations (see 
Cresswell and Peterson, 1993) which show the onset of the 
Leeuwin Current s urge i n the austral autumn to occu~ in the 
Mid -March time frame . Based on the above reports, the chosen 
day for the s i mulated dam break of NWS waters in to the model 
ocean domain is 15 Karch (model day 71.) . 
After applying the NWS water dam break, the model is 
allowed to evolve through geostrophic adjustment . All 
adjustments to the existing velocity fields are made by the 
model in response to the inserted thermal [arcing (Bayler and 
Ratteen, 1991 ) . 
B. SPECIFIC EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
Ta ble 3.2 provides a summary of the experiment runs. 
Experiments 1 and 2 study the model response to an initialized 
climatological therma l forcing using annual mean 
temperature g r adient f or the Ir.dian Ocean . The ocean is then 
a ll owed to adjus t in the absence of e xternal forci :lg . 
Experiment 1 uses the ideal coast line (Figure 3.1), while 
Experiment 2 uses the irregular coastline (Figure 3.2). 
Ex periments 3 and 4 study the additiona l impact of the NWS 
waters on the Leeuwir, Current System using the Indian Ocean 
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climatological mean temper-at-ure for mid-Marc!"! to ini t ialize 
the mode l . The ocean is chen allowed to adjust in the absence 
of external forcing. Experiment 3 uses the i deal coast l ine, 
whi l e Exper i ment 4 uses the irTegular coast l ine . Exper j rnents 
1 - 4 examine the model results for the first 150 model days to 
concen'~rate on the init'..al curre!"lt~ char-acteristics and eddy 
fOTmation mechanisll'.s. Experiment 5 uses an i;:-regl: l ar 
coastline along wi th continuous thermal and wind forcing to 
f'xamine che effects of dai)y climatological thermal and wind 
forcing on thf' Leeuwin current System. In experiment 5, mode l 
day 1 corresponds to the first day of the calendar year . The 
M'iS waters are int.roduced into the model as a "dam break" at 
model day 74 (corresponding to the mid-March time frame) . 
Figure 3.6 provjdes c l assification and definition of mesoscale 
features used to describe the model curre:1t. characteristics in 
Chapter IV . 
C. ENERGY ANALYS I S TECHNIQUES 
The energy technique used is the Same as that used and 
described in Batteen et al. (1992), and is based on that o f 
Han (1975) a!"ld Semtner and Mintz (1977) . This':'s done to gain 
a better understanding of the flow within the Leeuwin Current 
system and cf the types of energy transfer during unstable 
flow . A bri ef SUll\..'nary of t!1e method follows . 
Kinetic energy i s calcl.:lated fo::::- the horizonta l 
components. After qua:oi - steady stace is ::::-eached whf're the 
to t al k inetic energy is nearly cOllsta:lt, mean and eddy kinetic 
energies are calculated using the averaged sum of sq1.!"ared mcan 
and eddy horizontal f i elds, r-espectively. Next, the avai l able 
potentia l enc::::-gy is calcular.ed a:ld used t.o determine when a 
quat;i - t;teady stace is r-ca<":hed and when statistics should be 
collected. Then. both mean and eddy avai l abl e potentia l 
energy are computed. The energy transfers follow that at 
Semtner and Mintz (197·'). a:1d ar-e used to argue for: the type 
of instabili~y :nechan: sm (e.g. barotropic, baroclinic, or 






longitude (Degrees East) 
Figure 3.1: The "ide al coastline" ( a first: order model 
simulation) uses a straight coast depict-ion of Western and 
Sou t;--.e rn Australia . The 90° corner is the ~ode l 
re~resentation of Cape Leeuwin. 
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Figure 3.2; The "irregular coastline" (a second order model 
51mulat:'on) features the general characteristics and 
irregularities (e .g., coastal indentation south of Shark Bay, 
Dongara, Fremantle, Cliffy Head, and Albany) along the 
western and southern coast of Australia (including a realistic 
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t0fl9ilude(Degr~E35t) 
Figure 3.3a: The I:1dian Oc:ean cli:natologica l terr,perature 
gradient p rof i le used to initialize the in terior oc:ean of the 
model do;nain. The above temperatu t.'"e p t.'"of il e i s for model 
:evel 1 ( l 3 :"t). I t i s representative of the temperature 
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Lonqilude(OegreesEast) 
Figure 3. 3b: The Indian Ocean climatologic al terrperature 
gradient proEi l e along with the North '~'est Shelf wate~ 
ternperatu:::-e profile used to in i tia l ize the inter i or ocean of 
the model doma i n for Experimen t s 3 a od 4. The above 
t:.er:1;>e r ature profile is for model l evel 1 113 m). 
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Orid number 
Figu n · 3 .4 Character i s t ic wi n d profile for \\'estern anel 
"c'c:'. !\'>J:Tl Australic. obtained froll' Ule clink1Lological (l,)RO 
I 'lP'J) ECt1\O"IF wi nds in m S - 1 : t he p r ofi l e displayed is an annual 
for the ten t i me period . The latitudi nal grid 
1 (12'l) to 40° S ( 22 . 5° S); that the 
i t1]dinGl. l 78 cor r esponds LO 29° s. Maximum 
J1 
" 
Daily Climatological Thermal Gradienl Forcing (level 1) 
26r----~-----.-----r----_r----,_----,_----r_--_, 
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12 Temperature Difference between 22.5 and 40 degrees South 
10 
" ___ _ _ ~ __ ~,-__ ~--~~--~-----L----~--~ 
o 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 
Days of the year 
Figute 3.58: The characteristic daily climatological t tlerma l 
qu>d i€'nt. torc i ng uSf>d in Experiment 5. The above tempot-atur e 
l' r("i 1<" is to r I~oclel level 1 113 mI . The solid line i s the 
t" ~ ' r< rilt:ut"e at 22 . 5 c ·S 107 . 5~E The dashed line is the 
~ "''''r'~r '" ten e di f terence between 22. 5"S and 4 O~S at long it uae 
1 n -' : E 
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Daily Climatological Thermal Gradient Forcing (level 4) 
20 
------------~ 18 Temperature at 22.5 S 
remperature Difference between 22.5 and 40 degrees South 
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 
Days of the year 
1 ~, 
I 
Layer Tempera tu re (OC) 
-J 
I 
1 2 9 . 5 
2 2 8 . 5 
3 I 26.0 I 
4 I 20.5 I 
15.7 
Table 3.1 TEMPERATURE PROFILE: NORTH WEST SHELF WATERS 
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Ideal Wir.ds 
coastline l r!:"egular Forced 
utilized? coastline 




















Figure 3.6 Postula-:.ed classifica-:.ion and definition of 
obse:.-ved mesosca l e Eea::u:.-es: current characteristics on t.he 
r ~g~t suggest the evolu t ion -from a j e t f l ow a l or.g the she l f 
break through a f u l ly developed meander to a free anticyclonic 
eddy; the l ef t :::-epresents an eddy pai:::-, an offshoot, and a 
cyclo:1ic eddy_ =n each case, the ccast is shaded and the 
shel f break is indicac:ed by the dashed l i r.e (from Pearce and 
G:.-i ff iths, 199 1 ). 
IV. RESULTS OF EXPERI MENTS 
EXPERIMENTS INITI ALIZED WI TH THERMAL GRAD:IENT ONLY 
1 . Experi ment 1 - I dea l Coas t line 
a . Gene r a t:i o n o f Current:s and Ed dies 
(1 ) Pre-eddy period (days 0-36) . The cur:cenl 
produced by the model is consistent with existing theory on 
t~e Leeuwin c urrent System . Due to the initial alongshore 
temperatu re fi eld, the resu] ting pressu re g radient establ ishes 
an onshore geo~trophic inflow from the interior of the ocea:J.. 
The onshore flow varies between 2 and 10 cm/s . As the f l ow 
approaches the eastern boundary, it tur:l.S and fom.s a narrow 
po l eward boundary current with velocities as high as SS cm!s 
at y -850 K....":i, off Fremant l e (Figure (, . l a). By model day 6 
(not sho",'n). the current has entere d the Great Aus tralian 
Bight (with eastward velocities of -20 cmls and accelerating) . 
Additional onshore flow augments the coastal current causing 
t he magnitude of the current to increase in both the po l eward 
and eastwa:cc directions . The po l ewd:cd cu:crent increases in 
magnitude such that by day 36 (Figu:ce 4.1b), maximum 
velocit i es of the order of 1 mls are observed near Cape 
Leeuwin . The eas t ward current continues to dccelerate f:com 20 
cmls on day 3 IFigure 4.1a) to 1.2e mls at day 36 [Figure 
4. 1 b) due to non l inear feedback from i nstabilities, i.e. 
strong the r mal fronts caused by initial poleward advection 
generate t herma l winds that :eed back to enhance the polewa:cd 
and edstward sur:ace flow [Batteen and Ruthe!:"ford, 1990) . 
,\dd i tionally, by day 36, the onshore geostropic [low has 
s l ightly weakened a:l.d is maintained at 2 ernls ned!:" - s~ore and 
6 ernls in the interior ocean. Likewise, with the s l owing dOWIl 
of Lhe geostroph.ie adjustmenr. process with tjme, the mode l 
Lee:lwin Current signi f jcantly broadens due to westwa!:"d Rossby 
". .. ave propagation. 
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The pressure gradient in the Indian Ocean due to 
t~e thermal profile is s u fficient to establish an equatorward 
flowing undercurrent. along IfJestern Australia. and a westward 
f l owing undercurrent along Southl'!rn Australia. The strongest 
equatorward flow is north of Cape LeeU'.dn (24 em/s) (Figu re 
11 . 2a) and is maintained throughout . Along Southern Australia 
the westward undercurrent between Albany and Esperance ranges 
between 17-;<3 cmls throughout the pre-eddy period . The 
westward undercurrent near Cli:::fy Head ranges between 47-53 
cmls (see Figure 4.2b, for example). The variations in the 
wes t ward undercurrent velocity are primarily due -;':0 increasing 
instabilities within the Leeuwin Current along Southern 
Australia The average core depth of the undercurrent is 
between 200 - 350 r:I depth. 
The initial temperature field changes dramatically 
as the Leeuwin Current System develops . Warm wa-;,:er is rapidly 
advec-;,:ed poleward and eastward throughout the domain, but 
sUbsequent.ly decreases with time. By model day 36 (Figure 
4.3), 19°C water has been advected pol eward and around Cape 
Leeuwin and has reached the Great Australian Bight . 
Additionally by model day 36, 20.5°C water only ex-;,:ends as far 
as off the coast of Albany, 22°C water is held abate off the 
coast of Frema ntle, and 23 . SoC water extends no further than 
Dongara. 
(2) Eddy generation per iod (days 36-135) . The 
Indian Ocean climatological -;,:hermal gradient is sufficient to 
establiEh an unstable f low in the Leeuwin Currer;.t System . 
With the addition of Southern Australia to the model domain, 
l arge current offshoots are evident as early as model day 6 
(not sho .. m), as the current shifts from pole",'ard around Cape 
Leeuwin to eastward towards t~e Great Australian Bight . These 
offshoots a re likely due to the Cor lolls force acting 011 the 
flow of the current around the landmass, which would introduce 
anticyclonic vorticity i nto the region . An anticyclonic 
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meander in the vic i nity of Cape Leeuwin and Albany is 
estdblished and intensifies ... dtb time. Al ong the south coast 
of Austral ia, t. he Cli.:::-rent "j ets ,. around the Cape Leeuwin 
:neander and continues to accelerate advecting a nticycJonic 
vorticity dO'.-'nstream and intensifying undulations and 
offshoots at Esperance (entrance to tbe Great Australiar. 
Bight;) . Tr.e eastward current magnitude is g:::-eater towa:::-ds t h e 
coast and decreases offsho:::-e. Near-shore t.be current. ve locity 
varies as nonlinea:::- feedback ca·..lses surges fro:n 1 . 28 mls at 
UdY 36 (Figure 4 .lb) to 1.0 :nls by day 63 (Figure '- . l c). 
The mesoscale features in the current intensify 
and grow. such that by day 63 (Figure 4 . lc). the Cape Leeuwin 
meande:::- develops into an anticyclonic eddy . Undulations in 
the poleward currer.t intensify as far up the coast as Dongara. 
of f shoots and :neanders encompass the entire coas t of Southern 
Aust.ralia wel l into the Great Aust:::-alian Bight. By day 90 
(.', . 1d), an anticyclonic eddy forms in the vicinity of 
Fre:nant le. Meanders near Esperdnce simul taneously intensify. 
3y day 135 (Figure 4 . l e), the Fremantle anticyc l onic eddy 
begins a wes t ward propagation. The po)e· ... ard Lee·..lwi n Current 
i ntensifies as non linear effects resu l t in d "jet" between the 
eddy and the coast . These e f fects translate dowIlstream to 
augment the eastward current's inst.abil ity as nonlinear 
effects cause current surges to peak velocities 0:; 2.1 - 2 .3 
m/s. The continuat i on of the geostropic inflow at Cape 
Leeuw i n deforms the round anticyclon.i.c Cape Leeuwin eddy and 
southern meanC:eTs. impeding eddy growth ao:; we]l as c~using the 
eddy to propagate we5tward at a slowe:::- rate than t.he eddies 
aloog Western Australia. An eddy pair is clearly visible ncar 
Cupe Leeuwin ao:; it is forrr.ed f rom offshoots from the 
anticyc l onic limb of the Cape Leeuwin eddy and becomes fully 
developed inlo t wo counter - rotating ce l ls which ex ,-end 
eastward pass Albany. 
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The iormation of eddies cont::-ibutes to a 
significant amount of advection of warm water offshore by the 
anticyclonic eddies (Figure 4.3b) . The wa!:"rr. co::-e eddy in the 
vicinity of Fremantle propagates westward and brings 22 c C 
water into the in terior ocean. The Cape Leeuwin warIll core 
eddy embodies 20. 5~C water which spans the offshore waters of 
the cape, while the cold core eddy embodies l6 U C water and 
establishes a sharp tempe::-ature front in the peripheral of the 
eddy pair as the meander continues to intensify. The current 
is augmented by offshoots of wa::-mer water previot:.sly held 
abate by upstream eddy development. These offshoots act to 
enhance mesoscale development, as pools of warm wate::- ent::::-ain 
into the core of downst::::-eam meanders and eddies 
b. Analysis of Eddy Generation Mecnanisms 
The dynamical reasons for the generation and stability 
of eddies in the Leet:.win Current System are exarr..ined t:.sing the 
energy techniques described in Chapter III. From the ene::::-gy 
transfer anal ysis the location and magnitude of baroclinic and 
ba::::-otropic transfers can be found and examined to argue for 
the type of instabili ty mechanism (e,g,. barotropic, 
baroclinic, or mixed) which leads to the initia l eddy 
generation. Those waves which are unstable and in particul a::::-
the fas test growing waves, can be determined from the internal 
Rossby radii. 
P l ots of the total kinetic energy over the entire 
domain and for all l ayers were plotted in a time series 
(Figure 4.4). As the model adjusts geostropically to the 
fo::::-cing, a quasi-steady state is reached between days 36 to 
63. This corresponds to the period of eddy generation, since 
the velocity plots show the formation of the Cape Leeuwin eddy 
~y day 63 (Figure 4.lc). 
Analysis of horizontal plots of the energy transfer 
can be used to find the location and magnitude of barotropic 
and baroclinic transfers . Figure 4 5 shows horizontal plot~ 
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for (a) the transfer between :TIean and eddy kinetic energy 
(barot-Topic laechanism), and (b) the transfer between eddy 
potent-_ial ar-d eddy k inetic energy (baroc l inic laechanism) for 
the time period 36 - 6 3 . The t!:'"an"fer plot" emphasizes the 
dYTIamic nature of the Leeuwin Current as the current abruptly 
shifts from poleward to eastward, a n d c l early show lhe 
strongest energy transfers occurring in the regions of eddy 
development. A comparison of Figl,;.res 4.5a with 4.5b, w!1ich 
have t!1e "ame contour interva l s. shows that mixed instabi l ity 
(i. e. bOlh baroc l inic and barotropic) mechanisms are 
providing eddy ki ne tic energy, with baro t ropic instability 
dominar. t over baroclinic ins t ability for this time period. 
Mixed ins t ability trans f ers (not s:'lowr.) are aJso responsible 
for the eddy deve l opmenl l hat occurred by day 90 off of 
Fremantle, and for the Southern Austra l ia eddy pair which 
developed by day 135 between Cape Leeuwin and Albany . 
2. Experiment 2 - Irregular Coastline 
a . Generation of Currents and Eddies 
(1) Pre-eddy period (days 0-36). In Experiment 2, 
the initial current cha!:'"acteristics are slmilar to the initial 
c:'laracteristics of Exper imenl 1 . The onshore velocities of 
the geostropic f l ow varies between 2 and 10 cmls as in 
Experiment 1. The poleward velocities at the irregular 
coastline d!:'"e slight l y higr.er at 68 crnls (off the coast of 
Dongara) and located further t-_o the north than Experiment 1 
(~5 crnls off the coast of Frernar.t1e) . By model day 6 (IlOl 
sho'..m), lhe current has entered lhe Great Australian Bighl 
(eastward current magnitude is 20 cn:/s and acce l erating) . 
Augmentation from additional geostrophic flow i:lcreases t he 
magnitude of tr.e po l eward current such tr.at by model day 9 
(not shown). a maximum CUrrel'.t velocity of 1.1 mls is obser ved 
near Cape Leeuwin. By day 36 (Figure ~. 6a). the onshore 
geostropic flow has slightly weakened (to -2 ernls near - shore 
and -6 cm/s in the inte~ior ocean), and the poleward curre:lt 
has broadened (due to Rossby wave propagation) and 
decelerated to 82 cm/s near Fremantle (due to increased 
nonlinear feedback occurring in the current downstrea."'T1). The 
eastward current continues to accelerate :::rom 20 cmls at day 
3 to 1.58 mls on day 36 as nonlinear feedback occurs in the 
establishes 
The pressure gradient in the Indian Ocean 
equatorward undercurrent along Western 
h ustralia, and a westward undercurrent along Southern 
Australia . The strongest equatorward flow (17. 5 cm/s) is 
north 0::: Cape Leeuwin and is maintained between 10.5-] 7.5 crrJs 
throughout the pre-eddy period. Along Southern Australia the 
westward undercurrent ranges from 10 -2 2 . 5 cmls, between Albany 
a:"l.d Esperance, and from 19 . 5-28.5 cmls near Cliffy Head. The 
variations in the westward undercurrent velocity are primarily 
due to increased instabilities within the Leeuwin Current 
along Southern Aust~alia. 
The initia l temperature field changes less 
dramatically than i n Experiment 1, as the Leeuwin Current 
System develops along the irregular coastline. Warm wate~ is 
advected poleward and eastward throughout t he domain, but 
subsequently decreases witb time . By day 36 (Figure 4 . 7), 
17. SoC water has been advected poleward and around Cape 
Leeuwin and has reached the Great Australian Bight . 
Additionally, 19~C water only extends as far as off the coast 
0-: Albany; 20 . SoC water is held abate off the coast o f 
Freman tle (with the exception tha t an offshoot of 20.5°C does 
form a warm poo l offshore of Cliffy Head); 22°C water extends 
tc Dongara; an offshoot of 22°C water forms a small pocket at 
Fremantle; and 23 . SoC water extends no further than just south 
ot Shayk Bay. 
(2) Eddy generation period (days 36 - 150) . The 
addition of a irregular coastline results in significant 
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instabil i ty from t-he onset of t he model run . Large current 
offshoots are eviden t as early as model day 3 (not shown). 
These offshoots OCC'.l r al preferred loca t ions. speci f ically 
along the west coast i rregular coast line , and a~o'.lnd Cape 
I,eeuwin where the current changes direct. i on. This is like l y 
due to t.he Co::.-iolis force acling on the flow of the current. 
around the landmass, which introduces anticyclonic vorticity 
into the region. Anticyclonic meanders (one just south of 
Shark Bay, one !:>etween Dongari::l. and Fremdntle and one in the 
vicinity of Cape Leeuwin and Cliffy Head) are established and 
i nst.abilities subsequent ly i ntensify. The growth of these 
meanders effects the current character i stics both upstream and 
do .... nslrea.m. By day 36 (Figure 4 . Ga) the current along the 
west coast of Australia hds ldrge undulations near ::he Shark 
Bay and Fremantle meanders. The current. continues to 
decelerate from 82 cmls to 77 cmls until day 42 (Figure 4.6b), 
after which this same velocity is maintained. 
Along the south coast of Australia, the current 
··jets' around the Cape Leeuwi n meander and cont. inues to 
accelerate advecting anticyclonic vorticity dowr.stream and 
intensifying undulations and offshoots a t Esperance (entrance 
to the Great Australian Bight). Near - shore ::he current 
ve l ocity varies (due to nonlinear feedback caus i ng surges) 
tram 1.58 mls dt day 3G (Figure 4.6a) to 1 . 4 mls !:>y day 42 
(yigure 4. 6b) . The east ... .Iard current magnitude is greater 
towards the coast and decreases offshore . 
The mesosca l e features in the current. i nt.ensify 
and grow. By day 45 (Figure 4.6c), t.he Shark Bay, Fremant l e, 
and Cdpe Leeuwin meanders develop into anticyclonic eddies. 
Tr.e polewo r d current "jets· around these meanders . Offshoots 
and meanders encompass the entire coast. of Southern Austral ia 
well into the Great Australian Bight. By day 72 (Figure 
4 . 6d), an anticyclonic eddy forms i n the Lee'.lwin Current 
Syst.em Sou thern Auslra l ian branch between Albany and 
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Esperance. Additionally, within this time frame a cyclonic 
meander southwest of Esperance intensifies. The Fremantle 
eddy begins its westward propagation. By day 144, the Shark 
Bay, Fremantle and Cape Leeuwin anticyclonic eddies have 
propagated westward well into the interior ocean. The 
southern coast eddies also propagate westward. The westward 
propagation speeds are -10 km/day, consistent with Rossby wave 
propagation speed. Eddy pairs are clearly visible throughout 
the coastal region . These pairs form from the anticyclonic 
limb o f the established warm core eddies and then develop into 
two counter-rotating cells . The poleward Leeuwin Current 
intensifies as nonlinear effects result in a "jet" between the 
eddy and the coast. A new Shark Bay anticyclonic eddy has 
formed as instabilities along the coast continue. These 
effects translate downstream to the eastward current's 
instability as nonlinear effects cause current surges with 
velocities between 1.<::-1.86 m/s. By day 14 4 (Figure 4 . 6e) 
along the Southern Australian coast, the Leeuwin Current is no 
longer distinctly defined; instead eddies and meanders 
saturate the coastal region. 
The formation of eddies contributes to a 
significant amount of advection of warm water offshore by the 
anticyclonic eddies. The warm core eddy in the vicinity of 
Shark Bay propagates westward and brings 23. SoC water into the 
interior ocean. The warm core eddy in the vicinity of 
Fremantle propagates westward and brings 22°C water into the 
interior ocea~ . The Cape Leeuwin warm core eddy embodies 
2 0 .SQ C water which spans the offshore waters of the cape, 
while the cold core eddy embodies 16°C water and establishes 
a sharp temperature front in the peripheral of the eddy pair 
as the meander continues to intensify. The current is 
augment.ed by upstream offshoots of warmer water previously 
held abate by eddy development. These offshoots act to 
enhance mesosca le de\'elopment, dS poo l s of warm water entrain 
into the co.::e of dOw:l.s t ream meanders and eddies. 
b. Analysis of Eddy Generation Mecnanisms 
The Lotal kinetic energy over the entire domain and 
fo r al l layers were plotted in a time series (Figure 4.8). 
t he mode l adjusts geostropica l ly to the forcir.g, a qUdsi -
steady staLe is r~ached between days 39 to 57, co!:"responding 
to the period of eddy generation for- the Shark Bay, Frenant l e, 
and Cape Leeuwin eddies . 
A.'1alysis of horizonta l plots of the energy tr-ansfer 
are used to find the location and magnitude of both barotrop:' c 
and bar-oclinic tr-ansfers. Figl.: :::-e 4. 9a-b shows horizo nta l 
plots for (a) the transfer bet.ween mean and eddy kine t ic 
energy (barotropic mechanism), and (b) the transf~r- between 
eddy potential and eddy kinetic energy (baroclinic mechanism) 
fer t he 39 - 57 day period . As expected, Ll-.e st_rongest ene:::-gy 
trans =ers occur- in the regions of eddy deve l opment . 
COIFpar ison of Figure 4. 9a with Figure 4 . 9b, which have the 
same cont.our interval, shows that mix ed (i.e., both baroclinic 
and barot.ropic) instability mechan isms are present . Fur the:::-
~xaminatien of the magnitudes of bo t h instabi l i ty mechanisms 
show t hat barotropic instabi lity dominates over ba:::-oclinic 
ins t abi l ity. This is alsc the case for eddy development at 
days 7? (not shown) and 144 (not shown). 
3. Swnmary of Experiments Initialized with Thermal 
Gradient Only 
Initia l ization using the climatological r:tean temper-atl.:re 
for the Indian Ocean, and allowing the 
geos trophica11y <:ldjust. in Lhe absence 0:: exte.::-nal forci::1.g 
produces a model Leeuwin Curre nt (an d associated undercurrent) 
that is ur,s t able and gene.::-ates mesoscale eddies . The sur- f ace 
current is augmented by onshore geostrcphic inflow and 
accelc.::-ates dowr..st.::-ea.rn . With the additio n of the Southern 
Australian coast to tr.e model domain, a significant amount of 
horizontal and vertical shear is added to the region. 
The results of Experiment 1 (ideal coastline) reveal how 
the current dynamics around Cape Leeuwin increase instability 
by indacing ar.ticyclonic vorticity into the system. This 
anticyclonic vorticity is likely a result of the current 
shifting from poleward to eastwar-d via the Cor-iolis and 
geostrophic for-ces acting on the current, as well as regional 
horizontal and vertical shear forces. Mesoscale features 
resul t in nonlinear ::eedback mechanisms which cause surges in 
the cur-rent velocity. The poleward current is obser-ved to 
peak at Cape Leeuwin at 1. 0 ml s by day 36, and to decrease to 
60 cmls by day 63. Off Southern Australia current surges 
causes peak velocities of 2.1-2.3 m/s. 
Both equatorwar-d and westward undercurr-ents wi th maximum 
velocities near Cape Leeuwin were observed. The magnitude of 
the undercurrents decrease both equatorward and eastward. 
Eddy gener-ation occur-s on the o£fshore side of the core of the 
The initial eddy develops at Cape Leeuwin by day 63, 
with subsequent eddies upstream (off of Fremant1e by day 90) 
and downstream (Cape Leeuwin, Albany eddy pair- by day 135). 
The pr-imarily anticyclonic eddies form in horizontal and 
vertical shear- zones. In these regions instabilities are 
mixed with barotropic instability dominant. 
The results of Exper-iment 2 reveal the significance of 
adding a realistic coastline. The irregular coastline 
establishes a more energetic and dynamic current, but 
effectively decreased the magnitude of the undercurr-ents. The 
poleward current velocities are generally higher than those 
for the ideal coastline, and occur at an earlier time period 
(i. e. 1.1 ml s veloci ties at day 9, which subsequently 
decrease and surge to 70-76 cm/s by day 39). Off the southern 
coast of Australia, current velocities with current surges of 
-1.4-1.86 mIs, are slightly lower than those for the ideal 
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nagnitudes of the t.:ndercurren t: s both equatoYWard a:1d wet;c ward. 
a l so decreasec.. Ini tial eddy development occurs mu ch carl i er 
(i . e. by day 4 5 ), and develops in the vicinity of coasca ] 
ir:.der:.tations alor:.g Western Australia anc near Cape Lecuwin . 
Subsequent eddies a lso deve l op ear l ier (i . e. by day 72) and 
are furthe r spread throughout the regior:. of Southern Austra l ia 
to the po i nt that the southern branch o f the Leeuwin Current 
System is no longer d i stinctly defined by day 144. The 
formation of a ll the eddies resu l t from mixec instabi l ities, 
with barotropic instabililY dominant. 
In both experimer:.ts the eddies have time scales o f I:Ionths. 
The wavele!1.gths for the west coast eddies are l arger (-1 50 krn) 
than those off the southern coast of Australia (which have 
wavelengths -112 krn). This is likely due to ongoing 
geoslropic inflow which acts to deforn: the eddy shape 
(subsequently inhibiting the growth rate of eddies) and to 
impede the westwar d Rossby propagation of eddies. These 
l ength scales are consistent with the Rossby radius of 
de f ormation of -30 kID, and with the results of Batteen a nd 
Ruther-:ord (1990) . 
EXPERIMENTS INITIALIZED WITH THERMAL GRADIENT AND 
NORTH WEST SHELF (NWS) WATERS 
Experiment 3 - Ideal Coastline 
a . Generation of Currents and Eddies 
l:i) Pre - eddy perlod (days o-:n). 'fiith the 
add j tion of the N'tlS ",:aters to the climatological thermal 
gradient of the India!1. Ocean, a more energetic and dy:1amic 
current than that in Exper i me:lt 1 is estab1ished . From the 
on~et of the mode l run, t~'le NloJS waters add s t rong horizontal 
shear to the coastal equatorial region of the domain, and 
vertical shear to tr.e inshore current . Away from the source 
reg i on . the influence of the z,.;..,-tlS waters dialinishcs po l eward, 
but is sti l l strong enO'clgh to augment the onshore geostrophic 
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i:1flow with the result that a stronger c u rrent is established 
throughout the coastal regions of Australia . The ini tial 
onshore geostrophic i:1 f l ow from the interior of the ocean is 
of the same magnitude (i.e.,-2 - 10 cm/s) as in Experiment 1; 
however the narrow poleward flowing boundary current has 
magni tudes o n the order of 1 . 5 mls off Shark Bay, and 1 .1 mls 
just south of Dongara. The curren t entering the Great 
Australian Bight is larger than that of Experiment 1 wi t h a 
magnitude of 40 c mls and accelerating, as shown in Figure 
4 . 10a. Continual ons~ore geostrophic inflow and nonlinear 
feedback mechanisms augment t:'1e poleward and eastward current. 
By day 18 (not shown), the poleward current has reached a 
maximum of 2 .2 mis, at Cape Leeuwin. By day 27 (Figure 
4 .10b), the geostrophic inflow has weakened and the curren t 
has broadened due t o Rossby wave propagation. The poleward 
current velocity has decreased to 94 cmls at Shark Bay and to 
1.6 mls at Cape Leeuwin. The eastward current continues to 
accelerate from 40 cmls at day 6 t o 2.2 mls at day 27. 
The addition of the NWS water also results in the 
establishment of a stronger undercurrent than in Experiment 1 . 
The strongest equatorward flow (45 cm/s) is north of Cape 
Leeuwin at day 12 (not shown) . It subsequently decreases to 
36-38 cm/s and maintai n s this speed throughout the pre-eddy 
p eriod . Along Southern Australia the westward undercur rent 
ranges from 25 - 36 cmls between Albany and Esperance t~roughout 
the pre - eddy period, while the westward undercurrent ranges 
fro!r. 69-74 crnls near Cliffy Head. These undercurrent 
velocities, like the surface current velocities, 
significantly higher than in Experiment 1. 
The ini t ial temperature field changes dramatically 
due to the addition of the NW5 water . The advection of the 
1\""-'5 water results in a n arrow core of warmer water along the 
entire coas t al boundary. By day 27 (Figure 4.11a ) , 20 .5°C 
wa tcr has been advected poleward and around Cape Leeuwin and 
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has r-edchec the G:::-eat Austr a l ian Right; 22 °C wate r extends 
betweer: Al bany and Esperan::::e; and 23 . 5 cC water exte:1ds around 
Cape Leeuwi n to just west of Albany. A st r ong temperature 
f:::-ont is a l so e stablished a l ong the Southern Austr.alian coast. 
(2) Eddy generation period (days 2 7 - 129 ) . The 
a ddit i on c f the NWS water adds significanL instability to t he 
source region and throughOllt the coas t reg ion of k..lst r a l ia. 
As a resu l t of this more vigorous and ur.stab l e current, an 
earlier eddy generation period than in Experiment 1 is 
observed. The stronge r. surface current, along with the NWS 
water temperature g:::-adien t produces a large horizonta l shear 
zone in the coasta l equato:::-ial region. CoupJ ed with a 
st .ronger undercurrent , g::::-eat er baroclinic instabi l ity 
ccntrib'..ltes to a larger vertica l shear zone t hroug:'1ollt the 
ent i.re coasLa l region. As early as day 6 (Fig'..lre 4. 1 0a), an 
anlicyclon ic eddy is formed near the source region, and l arge 
offshoots ar-e obser-ved at Cape Leeuwin. I nstabi l ities 
ir.tel").si f y such that by day ;'.'1 (Fig'..lr-e 4 .10b) . a l arge 
undulation occu::::-s in the current along bO'_h the western and 
southern c oastal branches resulting in anticyc lonic meanders, 
one jus t south o~ Sl:ark Bay. and one at Cape Leeuwin. Current 
o f fshoots occur in Lhe vicinity o f Fre:nant l e and east of 
Al bany. Nonlinear f e edbaCK continues to inc::::-ease the curr-el").t 
surges along t he west coast of Aus tralia from 0.94-1.6 mls by 
day 27 (Figure 4.10b) to 0.61-· 1.3 mls by day 42 (Figure 
4 .10c) . Along the southern coast the cur!."ent cont inues to 
acce J erate to 2.5 mls by day 42 (Figure 4 .10c) . 
The mesosca le fea tures rapidly form eddies. The 
curren'_ ccaracter-is t ics at day 45 (Fig'..lre 4.l0d) show 
anticyclonic eddies near the NWS water source :::-egion, Shark 
Bay, Fremantl e and Cape Lee'..lwir. . Offshoots and meanders 
encompa"s the entire coast of Australia. By day 66 (not 
show:l) , the NltIS, Shark Bay, and ?:::-emant l e eddies have 
propaga t.ed ... ·estward . By day 87 (?igure 4 .10e), 
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anticyclonic eddy has formed between Albany and Esperance. By 
day 129 (Figure 4.10£), the above eddies have propagated 
westward. Also. eddy pairs are visible throughout the coastal 
regl.on. By this time, the Leeuwin current has been forced off 
the coastal boundary into the interior ocean due to westward 
eddy propagation and to coastline meanders. 
Since the NVIS water addition advects warmer water 
throughout the entire Australian coast, i t also results in the 
advection of warmer waters offshore by the anticyclonic 
eddies Overall, the eddies developed in Experiment 3 are 
l .5 - 3 Q C warmer (Figure 4.lIb) than the initia l eddies formed 
in Experiment 1. 
b. Analysis of Eddy Genar ... t:ion Mecbanisms 
Ivith the NWS water acting in conjunction with the 
I ndian Ocean thermal gradient, a quasi-steady state is reached 
between days 42 to 63 (Figure 4.12). This corresponds to the 
same eddy generation period as in Experiment 1. The energy 
transfers for this time period (Figure 4.13a- b) show mixed 
instabilities present with the barotropic instability 
mechanism dominant. This is also the case fo r eddy 
development at day 87 (not shown); h owever, analysis of the 
energy transfers for the eddies farmed by day 129 (Figures 
<l. .14a-b) reveal that baroclinic instabilities dominates aver 
barotropic instability in the NWS water's soc:.rce region. This 
could possibly be caused by the interaction of northern eddy 
pairs propagating wes tward with the onshore geostropic 
eastward f low·with the result that transitory vertical shea:::-
regions a re generated. 
2. Experiment 4 - Irregull:lr Coastline 
a. Generation of CUrrents and Eddies 
(1] Pre - eddy pe:::-iod (days 0-24). As expected, in 
Experiment 4 the addition of the realistic irregula:::- coastline 
introduces even greater instabilities into the model Leeuwin 
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Current System thCl.!'l in previous experimento;. Current 
velocities of the poleward boundary current are generally 
higlle::::- rha:!l. tho~e established in Experillle!'lt 3 . A !'lew reg ional 
maximum of 2.06 mls is obse!:'ved off of Shark Bay by day 9 
(Figure 4 . 1 5a). Also by day 9, the cu!:'rent: velocity at 
Donga!:'a is 1.2 mis , 1 . 35 mls at Cape LeeU1 .. ;in and the eastward 
current is 1.19 m/s and accelerating. By day 12 (not shown), 
the Cape Leeuwin poleward veloci ty peaks at 1 . (9 mls and the 
eastward curre!1t peaks a t 1. 58 m/s. By day 24 (Figure 4-.15b). 
the current veloc i t'. ies have decreased, and a range fro:n 1 . 0-
1 . 4 rnls along the wes tern coast. a:1d 1.0 - 1 . 16 m/s along the 
sout.hern coast is mai:1tained throughout the pre-eddy period. 
The irregular coast) ine reduces the overall 
magni tude of the u:1dercurre:!l.t: corr.pared previous 
experi:nent:s. The equatorward undercu!:'rent maintains a range 
of 22 - 26 crnls north of Cape Leeuwin. Along Southern Ausl.ralia 
the westward undercu!:'rent ranges from 17 . 9-;.13.3 crnls between 
Al bany and Esperance, a!1d from 20-42 crnls near Cliffy Head. 
The irregular coastli:le limils the extent of the 
advect i on of the l\"WS warmer waters a l ong t he Australian coast. 
By day 24 (Figure 4. 1 6). only 17. SoC Io.'arer has been advect:ed 
i:lto t:he Great Australian Bight; the 19°C water ext:ends 
between the coast of Al bany and Esperance; the 20 . 5°C water 
extends around Cape Leeuwir. to just west of Albany; and the 
22°C and 23 . 5°C wat:ers are :le l d abate at FreIllil.ntle. Tbe 
t .eIllperature front". along the sout:hern coast of AUst!:'alia is 
much Illore relaxed compared to t he front established by 
Exper imen t 3. 
(2) Eddy generation period (dil.ys 24-135) . As in 
Experiment 3. uS eOl..::-1y a.s day 6 (no:: shown), an eddy pair is 
oeserved nea!:' th e coast of t:he NWS wate!:' source reg~on. 
Current shif ts along the irregular coast l ine produce 
undu l ations and large offshoots . By day 9 (Figure 4 .1. 5a) , 
large offshoots are observed near Shark Bay, Fremantle. around 
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Cape Le euwin. and as far east as Albany . By day 24 (Figure 
4, . ISb), these offshoots intensify to form anticyclonic 
mear.de::-s. By day 27 (Figur e <l.ISel, an t icyclonic eddies have 
formed at Shark Bay and ? remantle. Instabilities increase 
d ownstream such that by day 42 (Figure 4.15d), anticyclonic 
eddies fOrIl' in the vic i nity of Cape Leeuwin and Cliffy Head, 
and off the coast of Albany. Also by day 42, the Fremantle 
eddy has begun i ts westward propagation. By day 60 (Figure 
4 . 1 5e) , a second eddy has formed in the l."WS water source 
region (near North West Cape), and eddy pairs are vis ible 
along the er.tire southern coast of Australia . Regional 
instabil.ities continue to intensify such that by day 135 
(Figure 4.15 £ ), a new anticyclonic eddy has formed off the 
coas t of Dongara, and eddy pairs are established throughout 
the entire coast of Australia . By this time Rossby wave 
propaga t ion, eddies and meanders have forced the model Leeuwin 
Cur rent System far offshore away from the coastal regions. 
Since the irregular coastline effectively limi ts 
the advection of the warmer NWS waters along the Australian 
coastline, the eddies propagate offshore with cooler waters 
than in Experiment 3. The warm core eddy in the vicinity of 
Shark Bay propagates westward and brings 23. 5°C water into the 
inter-ior- ocean. The warm core eddy in the vicinity of 
Fremantle propagates westward and brings 22UC water into the 
inter 10r ocea n . The Cape Leeuwin warm core eddy ernbodies 
20. SoC water which spans the offshore waters of the cape. By 
day 135 a sharp temperature front has been established off t he 
coast of Sou thern Australia as cooler 14. SoC water is 
entrained into the region. 
b. Analysis or Eddy Generation Mechani s ms 
A plot of the total kinetic energy over the entire 
domain (Figure 4 . 17) shows that a quasi - steady state period is 
reached between day s 24 to 4::', covering the t i me period for 
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the formation of the Shark Bay, Fremantle, Cape Leeuwir. and 
h l bany eddies . 
Analysis 8£ horizontal plots of the energy trans fer 
for th i s time period (Figuce 4.18a-b) shows that mixed 
instabilities aTe pyesen t , with barotropic ins t a'::>ility 
mechanisms dorr,i"ant. This is also the case foY eddy 
development at days 60 (noL shown) and 1 35 (Figure 4 .19a - b) . 
The resu l t faT the laLler period is different tha" the 
baroclinic instabi l ity dominat i on displayed in I::xpeyimenL 3, 
"Ihich was observed by day 144 in the interioy ocean. This may 
he a fU:lcLion of lower undercurrent veloc i ties contributing 
Less to vertica l s:'1ears zones e s tablished in the latter days 
of the mode l run . 
Summary of Experiments l:nitialized with 'l'hermal 
Gradient and the North West Shelf Waters 
In bot:.h experiments 3 and 4, initialization using 
climatological mean Lemperatures for the Indian Ocean and the 
N'fIS wat ers , f ollowed by the geostraphic adjustment of the 
acea" in the abse,lce of external fo-::-ci"g, produces a model 
Leeuwin Current (and associated undercurrent) Lhat is more 
vigorous ilnd unstabl e than that of previous experiments with 
the resu l t that mesoscale eddies are generated at an ear ::'ier 
time period. The NV;'S waters augment the onshore gcostrophic 
i:1 f low to produce a stronger current a:1d undercurTent 
throughout the entire domain, adding to the baroclinicity of 
the current through ver t ical shear forces. ':'he NWS waters 
also add a sigr:if icar. t a'Tlount of ho-::-izontal shear near the 
equa Lorial source region . The influence of the NWS wdters 
diminish away fTom the source regi.on but cO!ltribute 
siynificar.tly to downstream current characteristics. GredLer 
current ve l ocities are observed throughout the entire coas~al 
reg i ons of Australia. The observed undercurrents are 
significantly higher Lhcl.rl in p r evious expe::::-iments . Also the 
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warmer NWS waters are advected further south which resul ts in 
warmer waters in the Great Australian Bight region. This 
leads to the establishment of strong temperatu!:"e fronts along 
Southern Australia as cooler Sub- Antarctic Water is entrained 
into the southern branch of the current system. 
Eddies form along the equatorial region at the onset of 
the experiment rather than later, with subsequent eddies 
developing along the western coast of Australia, as fa r north 
as Shark Bay, and as far south as Cape Leeuwin. Along the 
southern coast of Australia eddies and eddy pairs also form 
earlier than in previous experiments. 
The NWS waters increase the barotropic i nstability near 
the source reg i on. As in Experiments 1 and 2, initial eddies 
form as warm core, anticyclonic eddies. Eddy formation occurs 
through mixed instabilities with barotropic instabilities 
dominant for the first two major formation pe!"iods of 
Expe!"iments 3; however. during the latter period of eddy 
development (day 129) in Experiment 3, baroclinic instability 
mechanisms become dominant as the offshore propagating eddy 
pairs interact with the onsho!"e geostropic flow. In 
Experiment 4, however, mixed instabilities are p!"esent; 
however ba!"otropic instabilities dominate throughout the 
entire model run. 
The addition of the irregular coastline (Experiment 4) 
further increases the observed velocities of the surface 
boundary current, but lower the unde!"current velocities 
observed north of Cape Leeuwin and Cl i ffy Heaq.. This 
effectively reduces the regional vertical shear th!"oughout the 
model domain . The irregular coastline limits the extent of 
the poleward advection of the warmer NWS water. Initial eddy 
formation occurs much earlier off Western Australia. Cape 
Leeuwin and off the coast of Albany, than in Experiment 3 . 
This is also the case for the appearance of eddy pairs 
throughout the entire domain. 
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In both experiments 3 and 4, the eddies have time scales 
on the order of months. The NWS wate:::-s increased the sca l e at 
w:"1ic:'1 t.he dominant eddy growth occurred by modj fying L:-le 
thermal structure in the inshore region. The dominant scale 
of eddy generat i on for the west coast eddies in the current is 
1 8 0 k.m . As in experimen::.s 1 and 2, eddies off the south coast 
are general l y smal l er (-140 kID) than eddies off Western 
Australia. This scale is consiste:-lt:. with the Rossby radius of 
deformation of -30 km in this strongly barac l inic flow, and is 
also consistent with the results of Batteen and Rutherford 
(.1990) . 
C. EXPERIMENT 5: CLIMATOLOGICAL THERMAL AND WIND FORCING 
As Table J. 2 shows, Experiment 5 uses t.wo opposing forces 
(i. e. wind and thermal) app l ied every time step over the 
i rregula~ coastal mode l domain. The N)\'S water "dam-breaking" 
is introduced into the model at day 74. The mode l response 
should produce a more complex f l ow regime thar. that observed 
in previous experime:-lts: the equatorward wind forcing directly 
opposes the po :" el>.'aro thermal forcing along Itlestern Australia 
but acts to augn:e:-l': the eastward thermaJ torcing along the 
coast of Southern Australia (since the wind forcing is also 
eastward in that region). As a result, along Western 
Australia lhe wind forcing should establish loca l upwelling 
coastal regio:-ls due to the Ekman force, while in the in t erior 
ocean, the wind forcing should create significanl shear zones 
(especia ll y ir: the equatorial region where the wind forcing 
has strong equa'_oria l and offshore component s)·. Along 
Southern Austra l ia, the wind forcing, which has a strong 
eastward component {and onshore near Cape Leeur,,,'inj should 
augrrent the eastward Leeuwin Current flow, and shoul6. enhance 
regiona l dynamics as the curren t shifts poleward around Cape 
Leeuwin ar.d then eastward. It should also promote a sLronger 
temperature gradient along the southern coast than in previous 
exper~men LS. 
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1. Generation of Currents and Eddies 
8. Pre-Eddy Period (Days 0-30) 
As in previous experiments, the pressure gradient 
establishes a predominantly onshore geostropic flow in the 
interior ocean. The wind forcing acts to establish an 
offsho::.-e flow in the northwest equatorial region of the model 
domain, and acts to decrease the magnitude of the onshore 
geostrophic flow. As a result, the onshore flow varies 
between 2-6 cm/s along Western Australia, but increases to fl 
cm/s near Cape Leeuwin. As the flow approaches the easter:]. 
boundary, it turns and forms a narrow p o leward boundary 
current with velocities as high as 55 cm/s near Dangara 
(Figure 4.20a). By model day 6 (not shown), the current has 
('ntered the Great Aust:::-alian Bight with eastward velocities of 
-60 cmls and accelerating. With the additional onshore flow 
augmenting the coastal current, the poleward current increases 
in magnitude to a maximum velocity by day 9 (not shown) of -96 
cmls near Cape Leeuwin. By day 30 (Figure 4.20b), the 
geostrophic inflow has weakened (-2 - 4 cmls a l ong Western 
Australia), and the current has broadened due to wind effects 
creating shear forces , coupled with westward Rossby wave 
propagat1.on. The poleward cu:::-rent velocity has decreased to 
40 cmls at Dongara and to -69 cm/n at Cape Leeuwin. The 
eastward current continues to accelerate from -60 cm/n at day 
6 to -1 mls by day 30. 
The established undercu:::-rent (like the surface 
current) is weaker than in previous experiments. North of 
Cape Leeuwin, the equatorward flow ranges from - 11 -14 cm/s. 
Along Southern Australia the westward undercurrent ranges from 
14-19 cm/s between Albany and Esperance, and between 16 -2 1 
cm/s near Cliffy Head. These undercurrent magnituoes 
maintained throughout the pre-eddy pe:::-iod. The co:::-e of the 
undercurrents is a t -200-325 m depth. 
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Dl.:e t o :.he addit10n of wir,d forcing, the ini t1al 
temperatl.:re field" changed less dramat.ically t han in previous 
experiments . The wind acts to linit the southern advection of 
\ ... acner- equatorial waters By day 30 (Figure 4.2la), 23 °C 
water is held abate off of Car:1arVOn ; 22°C water extends to 
Shark Eay (wit.h off"hoots down to Do:1gar.a); 2()CC water :'s held 
abate just !1Or t h af Cape Leeuwin ; 19°C water exter,ds to 
Albany; and 0:11y l6 U C wa':.er extends i!ICO t.he Great Australian 
Bight. Additionally, t !le offshore and equatorward components 
of the wind force establish regiano:: of local upwelling eviden"C 
offshore of Car-nar von, Shark Bay, and along the coa" !". between 
Dungara a:1d Frell~antle. A moder-ate temperature front exist.s 
along the sou t hern Australian coas t. It is weaker t han in 
pr-evious e x periments d u e to warmer water-s held abate upstream 
along the westenl coast . 
b. Eddy Gelleratioll Period (Days 30-~50) 
The opposing wi !ld and thermal forci:1g establish 
unstable complex flow -:O:f'gime t.hat results in the development 
of eddies. Offshoots appear at Carnarvon, Dangara, and Cape 
Leeuwin by day 6 (:!lot shown), and i n tensify to fonn large 
ant icyc lonic meanders by day 30 (F::"gure 4 . 2Gb) . By day 36 
(Figure 4.20c) anticyclonic eddies form near Sha-:o:k Bay, and 
north of Fremant1e, resulting in current surges between 57 - 66 
cm/s in the vicinity of Cape Leeuwin . These eddies 
subsequently propagate westwar d (sec Figure 4 . 20d) at a rate 
of -12 km/day causing a current "jec" along the coast . The 
westward Rossby wave propagation of these eddieo:: (along with 
i!l.crea,;ed !"lorizontal shear forces from the off~hon" 
climatological winds ) subsequen t ly splits the or,shore 
geostrophic inf low . The spli t geostropic i:1f10w es t ablishes 
an o ffshore poleward c urrent in the inteTiur ocean in addition 
to an ins!"lore coas t al po l e\O,'ard current. These t"m poleward 
currents reunite a t Cape Leeuwin a n d proceed eastward into the 
Great. Australian Bight. Dur ing t his time ~eriod, wind effect~ 
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along Southern Australia also intensify the current shift 
arcund Cape Leeuwin such that the south coast meanders develcp 
inte anticyclonic eddies south of Cape Leeuwin, and near 
Alhany. 
The eddies continue to develcp and grow, with the west 
coas t eddies la:cger (wavelength -300 krn) than the south coast 
eddies ( -120 kIn). This is possibly due to the different 
climatolog ical winds, coupled with the va!:"iation in intensity 
of the geostraphic inflow in the west and south coast regions. 
By day 72 (Figure 4 . 20e), eddy pairs encompass the coast of 
Australia as far north as Dangara, and as far east as 
Esperance. The offshore poleward current veloci ty is -20 
em/so The i nshore poleward current increases to -1 m/s at 
Cape Leeuwin (due to coastal current "jets" and nonlinear 
feedback mechanisms). The eastward current consequently 
increases to -1 .4 mls near Albany . 
The NV1S water "dam-break" at model day 74 resu l ts ':'n 
a warm water poleward " j et H along the irregular coastline. 
The inshore po l ewa::;"d current increases from -22 cmls near 
Shark Bay, and 1 mls near Cape Leeuwin at day F? (Figure 
4.20e), to -1 mls and - 1.2 mls respectively, by day 93 (not 
shown). This accelerated cur::;"ent regenerates instabilities 
along the west coast . New meanders int.ensify near Shark Bay, 
Dongara, and F::;"emantle. The growth of these meanders deform 
pre - existing eddy pairs due to the increased horizontal shear. 
This increased regional shear accelerates the westward 
p::;"opagation of the edcy pairs to -15 km/day, which in 
acts to further split the onshore geostrophic inflow. The 
offshore poleward current in tensifies to -40 cm/s. The 
intensification of the poleward currents creates a strong 
current surge along Southern Australia, accelerating the 
east'Wdrd current to - 1. .68 mls by day 93 (noL shown). This 
eastward surge forces the Cape Leeuwin and Aloany eddy pairs 
fUrther dcwnstream (towards the GreLlt Australian Bight). 
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By day 105 (Figul:"e 4 .20£), the west coast meanders , 
formed by t he add i t ion of the N'#S wate!:" , deve l op into new 
ant i cyclo:1ic eddies. These eddies i:lte::1sify t:1.e regional 
shear forces aCLing on the of f shore poleward cur!:"ent . This 
shear force drives the offshore current fu rther into the 
inter i or DeCde! . Offshore polewa!:"d velocities ir.creasc to -50 
CITe/5 . Th(C inshore coasta l current velociLies are mai:1 tained 
at -60 ernls at Shark Bay, -1 . 5 m/s at Cape Leeuwin , d:1d -1 .9 
rrJs east of Esperance. The offshore and inshore poleward 
current. also acts to yestrict Lhe growth of eddies in the 
inter i ::n- ocea:1 in addi t i on to decreasing the westward 
propagation speed to -10 := /8 by day 150 (Figure 4.209). The 
eddy pair just no!:'th of Frell'.ant le and the eddy pair south of 
Cape Leeuwin appear to be semi - permanent due to the reunion 
ot the offshore and inshore polewa.::·d currents at Cape Leeuwin, 
and strong regional onsho::-e climatological winds. The Albany 
and Esperance eddy pairs also propagate slower than the wes t 
coast cddies (> 5 krn/day). Additionally, throughout this 
period . the wind for c ing acts to refine the inshore poleward 
current ':..0 a narrow current "jet" along the coast . The 
polel.:ard cUr!:'ent velocity decreases near Carnarvon to -20 
eml s, yet maintains a veloci ty of -1 . 8 m/ sat Cape Leeuwin . 
The eastl.:ard cu:::-rent velocity remains -1 . 4 n/s near Albany . 
Since the wind forcing effectively linits the 
advection of the warmer waters along the Australian :'rregular 
coast.1ine, the eddies fo:::-med by day 57 (Figure 4 . 21b) 
propagate offshore wi th coole:::- wClters than in p revious 
e:>.:periments. The wa!:"Jr. core eddy in the vicinity of Sha!:'K Bay 
propagaLes .... 'estward and brings 22 D C water ir,to the interior 
The warm core eddy in the vicinity of Fremantle 
propagates westward and brings 20 . 5°C wat.er into the interior 
The Cape Leeuwin a:1d Albany warm core eddies embody 
18~C wat.cr. During thi s time period. the wi:1d forcing has 
intensi fied the terrperature front along the south coas t by 
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entraining cold Sub- Antarctic Wate!:" i nto the eastward current. 
The NWS water "darn-break" at day 74 (not shown) advects warmer 
waters along the en<:.ire coast . By day 105 (Figure 4.21c), new 
eddies formed in the above mentioned regions are generally 2°C 
A stronger temperature fr-ont is establ i shed off the 
coast of Southern Australia as wanner water is advected into 
the Great Australian Bight. By day 150 (Figure 4 . 21d), the 
wind forcing acts to recede the bulk of the warmer NW-S water 
back up the irregular coastline to just north of Carnarvon, 
and establishes a strong temperature front along the west 
coast of Australia. These effects significantly add to the 
baroclinicity of the current, and to the vertical shear of the 
inter ior ocean . 
2. Analysis of Eddy Generation Mechanisms 
A plot of the total kinetic energy over the entire domain 
(Figure 4.22) shows that a quasi-steady state period is 
reached between days 36 to 57 , consistent with the formation 
of the Shark Bay and Fremantle eddies which form by day 36, 
and with the fonr.ation of the Cape Leeuwin and Albany eddies 
which forn: by day 57. 
Analysis of horizontal plots of the energy transfer for 
this time period (Figures 4. 23a - b) shows that mixed 
instabilities are present, with barotropic instability 
dominant a l ong the Southern Australian coast, and baroclinic 
instability dominant along the Western Australian coast. This 
is also the case for eddy development at days 105 (not shown) 
and 150 (FigUre 4.24a-b). The baroclinic instabil i t y 
domination along the west coast region of the model domain is 
different from the :::-esults of all previous exper i ments except 
Experiment 3. This may be a function of the larger vertical 
sheaT zones established along the irregular coastline and in 
the interior ocean, due to the added wind forcing and opposing 
thermal forcing invoked every time step throughout the model 
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3. COlII.parison With Observations 
The model results f rom Expe:::-imeoL 5 will be used for 
comparison with availabl e field obse::::-vations because the 
res u l t s have the most realisLic features of the Leeuwin 
Curren t System. General features of the Leeuwin Current are 
apparenL from sa t elli t e images as we l l a s measured Current 
data The discussion in t he ensuing paragraphs deta~l the 
genera l features, and then discuss the specific magnitudes and 
characteristics a l ong th e Western a nd Southern Aus t ralian 
Overall, the resul ts of EXper i ment 5' s complex flo"'l 
regime highlights the ma j or characte.:::-istics of LIle Leeuwin 
CurrenL ",dth vividly impressive similarities t o f ie l d 
observatJ.ons . 
a. comparison of Ocean Currents 
In Experiment 5 the numerica l model, through Lhe usc 
of c li mato l ogica l data , developed an ocean current t hat 
contained many fea tures observed in the Leeu""in CU!:"rent 
SYStem . The exister.ce of an onshore geostropic flow which 
turns south at the coasta l boundary and forms a narro".,· 
po leward current advecting warm t ropical waters southward to 
Cape Leeuwin then eastward into the Great Australiar, Sight has 
been observed in numerous satelli tei:nages . These i:nages 
revea l a sySLem of meanders, eddies, along - shel:' je::s, on a 
range of l ength scales (e.g. Legeckis and Cresswe l l, 1 981; 
Cd ff i ths and Pea~ce, 1985a, b; Prata and Wells, 1990; P:rata eL 
al . 1 986; C.:::-esswe l l and Peterson , 1993). 'l'he observation 
tha t the Leeuwin Current i s not a steady flow has b~en :nade by 
Legeckis and Cresswell (1981), and by Pearce and Griffiths 
(1990) . They both observed current surges, "je t s ' and large 
spatial va:::-iations due to int".ensification of instabi li ties and 
nonlinear feedback mechanisms. The experiment resulLs 
docwnent seve ral current surges due to nonli:1ear- feedback.. 
mechanisms, as well as l arge spatial variations in the current 
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trom Eossby wave propagation. The "",'estern Australian 
(an offsho::e poleward cur::ent) and the inshore 
Leeuwin Current uniting at Cape ::.,eeuwin has been described by 
.lI.ndrews (1977). and is consisten'::. with the split geost.ropic 
flow documented in the above results. .ll..ndrews (19771 a::'so 
describec. the dynarr.ical nature 0:: the curren'.:: shift around 
Cape Leeuwin. The model established equatorward and westward 
undercurrent had a core at -200-325 m depth, and magnitudes 
CO:lSisteEt with oDservatio:ls from current measurements no:.ed 
by Cresswell d:ld Peterson (1993) and from :"UCIE data noted by 
Boland e'::. al. (1988). 
(1) The Current Off of WesterI'. Australia. The 
major charac:::eristics of the modeled .::.,eeuwin Currer.t off 
Wcs':crr. Australia is consisten': with field observations. The 
sus':air.ed lTIag:litudes of the mode:" poleward (5-69 c:lI/s) a:ld 
equatorward (5-14 cm!g) currer.t prior to the "dam-breaking" of 
the NVI'5 waters compare favorably with LUCIE data meast.:red 
du:::-ir.g the austral winter. For example, off of Dongara by day 
3C (Figure 4.20b) the model poleward current measures -':'0 
and undercu:::-rent -5 emls (not shown), while LUCIE 
et.:rrent IT.eter data a': Donga:::-a (83 m) measures 38.5 em!s :::0:::-
the poleward current, a:ld 5.9 mls for the undercurrent (Soland 
et a:". 1988). 
With the i:1clt.:s.i.o:l of the NW$ waters, the 
simu::'ated poleward velocity increased to -1.5 mls at Cape 
Leeuwin by :node 1 day 105 (Figure 4. 20f), which is consistent 
with surface curre:lt measurements greater than 1 mls measured 
by the av Frar.klir. at Cape .::..eeuwin (Cresswell and Peterson, 
1993). From the CDT measuremer.ts of Cresswell and Pete:::-sor. 
(·.993) i': is observed ':hat the NVI'$ water increases coastline 
temperatures _2°C by advecting warmer '·tropical" waters 
previously held abate by the wind. This observation is 
consiste:1t with the simulated temperature field shown ir. 
Figure 4.21. Model day 150 revealed how the winds receded :.he 
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bU _IK of the N"~JG waters to nort!1 of Ca-::-narvon, which r esu l t-ed 
i:1 il. narrow poleward cu~renC. with a 81.r009 tempe:::-atu:-e fro:"]t. 
5'igll r e 2 . 1 (NOAA7 satelli t e image) shows that the ::::u l k of N>-rs 
water arrested north 0-: Dangara. Additionally, Weaver and 
1liddlr< t on (1989) deduced a strong tempe:-ature front -3T along 
Nestcrn Aust.:::-alia fr-om the advection of warm t.'WS waters. 
These observations support t he model results for current 
charact(>cristics off 0-: \\'es tern Australia. 
(2 ) The Current Off of Southern Australia. 
Griff iths and Pearce (1985) used high resolution infra-red 
images from :-JOM7 to reveal thac the po l eward f l ow off the 
west coast_ of Australia moveo.; against the coast] ine as it 
approaches Cape Leeuwin and continue~ to hug the coast as it 
flows eastward. They also observed that the largest current. 
velocit_ie~ (-1 . 8 m/s) along the southe:::-n coast of Australia 
occu:::-s n ear Cape Leeuw in where the dynamics is i:lf l uenced by 
the 90 0 corner. Godfrey ar.d Vaudrey (1 986) noted the s t rong l y 
non l inear dynamics in t_he neighborhood o f Cape Leeuwin. 
EX::Jeriment 5 showed this dynamic shift, alor:g wit_h maximum 
currents and ur.dercur:::-ent that occurred in the vicinity of 
Cape Leeuwin . The magnitude of the rr:.odel eastward surface 
current was -0 .9- 1 . 4 m/s while that of tone west.ward 
u!1de:::-curr-ent_ was -1 6 - 21 cm/s , which agrees ::avo:::-ably with 
:.:urrent measuremen t from Cresswell and Peterson (1993), which 
showed eastward su:::-face velocities of 1-1.6 mis, and westwa:::-d 
under-cur r ent velocities of -20 cm/s at Cliffy Head. 
The inclusion of the NWS \I,'aters in the model a ct. 
to drive wa:::-mer wa ters into the Great Australian Bight and to 
intensify the current velocity and tempe:::-ature fronts. This 
is c onsistent wi t h obser-vations. Rochford (1986) observed 
t ha t by May the Leeuwir.: Current had car:::-ied the warmest water 
mass of relatively low sa l ir.ity into the Gr-eat Austr-alia Bight 
as far as 1JOoE . Pearce and Cresswell (1 985) abser-ved t.hat. ir, 
the austra l winter a surface t emperatu:::-e gr-adient up to 5°C 
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may be encountered in the Leeuwin-to-Esperance region. 
Cresswell and Peterson (1993) also observed a Leeuwin Current 
recession from southern Australia by 6 March 1987. Rochford 
{l986 ) noted that the warmest water mass carried by the 
Leeuwin Current disappears from Southern Australia by 
September-October. This is consistent with the model's wind 
forc ing effect that causes the bulk of NWS water to recede to 
north of Carnarvon by model day 150. 
b. Comparison of Eddies 
consistent with -:.he buoy observations of Cresswell and 
Golding (1979, 1980) , and satellite observations of Griffiths 
und Pearce (1985). eddy generation occurs on the offshore side 
of the core of the Leeuwin Current. In Experiment 5 (and in 
previous experiments with an irregular coastline), t.he onset 
of instabilities occurs at preferred locat ions. ':'hese 
locations were where the coastline s ignificant ly changed, 
i.e. near Shark Bay, between Dongara and Fremantle, Cape 
=.eeuwin and off t.he coast of Albany (see Figure 4.25 and 
4.26aJ. Figure 4.26b shows a sat.ellite image that agrees wit.h 
the west coast preferred locat.ions for the formation of 
meanders and eddy positions, while Figure 4.26c shows the 
south coast meanders and eddies. The eddies have time scales 
of months, can be anticyclonic or cyclonic, and can exist. in 
pairs or as a separate entit.y, (Hamon 1965,1972; Condie and 
Lvey, 1988 ; Pearce and Griffiths. 1991). Through satellite 
images, semi-permanent eddies have been observed in the 
vicinity of Cape Leeuwin (e.g., Cresswell and Golding 1 979; 
Godfrey et. al. 1979), and there have been observations that 
eddies along the south coast. propagate westward at. a 
relat ively slower rate (-2-5 kIn/day) (Cresswell and Pe:.erson, 
1993). This is consistent wit.h the semi -permanent. nature of 
the simulated eddies in the vicinity of Cape Leeuwi n where the 
two poleward currents merge, the geostropic inflow is 
great.est, and climatological winds shift to predominantly 
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eastward. The two dominant eddy ",-'ave l eng t hs of the west coast 
e ddie s o[ -150 anrl. 30e kID are consistent wi th length sca l es 
proposed by Andrews : 1983) ar.d observed by !lamoll and Cre s swell 
(1972) and Golding and Symondo:; (1978) (Batteen et a1. 1992) . 
The smaller eddies of the south coast are consistent with t:he 
small eddy pairs abserveri. by Gri ff iths and Pearce (1985) . 
Griffiths and Pearce also attributed baraclinic instab i lity as 
the rr.a j or cause of large disturbance . They concluded based 0:1 
the dirr.ensions , separation distance, grow~h r ates and life 
times 01 the waves and eddi es, that these structuz:-es were tr.e 
results of baraclinic instabi l ity. However, Experirr,ent 5 
results indica t e barotyopic rather than baroclinic instability 
as the d0I1inant instability mechanisms. The sma l l er size and 
growth :::-ate of ecdies is thought to be a function of the 
increased hori z ontal sr.ear foyce from winds and geostyopic 
intlow . 
The variety of length sca l es, life Ume scales, in 
conjunction with the differences in field o!:Jservations 
theI:\se l ves, empbasize the complex flow region of the Leeuwin 
Curyent System . Except fay t he disagreement with Grif=iths 
and Pearce ( 1 991) about the dominant instabi l ity mec hanism for 
eddy development . overall, the numerical model of resu l ts of 
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Velo cily al m o de! day 3.0 
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Figure 4.1a Experiment 1 : Surface velocity vectors at day 3 . 
To avoid clu t ter, velocity vectors are plo~ted a t every t hi r d 
grid point in both the cross-shore and alongshore dir e ctiOn, 
a n d velocitie s l e s s than 5 cr.. s ' ) are not plotted. 
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Dista.nce off shore (krn) 
Velocity a.t model day 36 .0 
" .. ~",s;~," 
Figure 4.lb Experi.:nent 1: Surface velocity vecto!:"s at day 36. 
To avoic. clt.:tte:-, ve l ocity vectors are plotted at eve!:"y third 
g ri d point in both the CYoss - shore ar.d d longshore direc t io:1, 
and veloc i ties less than 5 cm S'l are not plotted. In this and 
the following figures, the numbers associated with tt'.e highs 
(HI a:1d lows (L) co.::-respond to temperature, not velocity. 





Dislance off shore (km) 
·Q39 . 7 
, 
Vplocily al model day 630 
Figure 4.~c Experiment 1: Surface velocity vectors at day 63. 
To avoid clutter, velocity vectors are p l otted at every t hird 
grid point in both the crass - shot"e and a :"ongshore direction, 
and ve locities less than 5 c:n s' ) a:::-e not plotted. Note the 
formation of an anticycloni c eddy at Cape Leeuwin (y-500 kIn) . 
6 8 
Distance eff shore (kml 
. ,~. ~ 
I 
Vdocitv at model d1\v 90 .0 
Figure '.ld Experiment 1: Su:::-face velocity vectors at day 90. 
"'0 avoid clutter . ve loc ::'ty vectors are plotted at. every third 
gr~d point in both the cross - shore and alongshore direction. 
and velocities less tha:1 5 cm S - 1 are not p l otted. Note the 
formatio:l of a:l anticyclonic eddy at Fremantle (y-850 Jan ) . 
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Distance off shor';! (km) 
Vp. lnrlly al moe'!! d"v 1:l~ 0 
Figure 4.1e Exper-iment 1: Sur-face ve loci t y vectors a t day 
135. To avoid clutter, veloci ty vector-s are plotted at every 
':hird g r id point in both the cross-shore and alongshore 
direction, and ve loci ties less than 5 em 5. 1 are not p l otted. 
Note the fO!""!l'.ation of an anticyclonic eddy pairs along the 
south coas e. at y-500 k:n, x- SO~ km. 
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Distance of! shore (km) 
·85J.] -71>8.0 -~e2 _ 7 
North-South velocity at model day 36.0 
Figure 4.:ia Experiment 1: Cross-section nortr. of Cape Leeuwin 
ly-715 kIn) (32.5° S) of the north-south component of ve l oc-'..ty 
at day 36. Solid l i:1es indicate equatorward f l ow, wh i le 
dashed lines indicate poleward flow. 
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East - West velocity al model dar 36.0 
::::rl ~ 0 ; 
"'"':- - , -\~8~ _ 1 _1 JBl 3 
North - South Distance (km) 
Figure "'.2b Experiment. 1: Cross-sect.ion at Cliffy Head i x-770 
kml il16° S) of the east-west component. of velocity at. day 36 . 
Solid lines indicat.e east.ward flow. while dashed lines 
il"'.dicate west. ... 'ard flow. 
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Distance off shore (km) 
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Figure 4.3a Experiment 1: Surface temperatur e at day 36 The 
CO;l t. our in t erva l is 1 0 C. Tr.e t.emperature increases -;:owards 
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Figura 4.4 Experiment: 1 : Tota l kinetic energy per unit mass 
time series for the first 150 mode l days averaged over the 
en t ice d oma in (Uni ts o f the kine,tic energy are crn's -') 
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Distance oft shore (km) 
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Mei'Jn kineUc energy to eddy kinetic energy 
averOl!e over mode! days 38.0 lo 63,0 
Figure 4. Sa Exper-imer.t 1 : Energy transfers of mean to eddy 
k:"nec:ic ene r-gy (i. e., ba1.""otropic energy transfer) for mode l 
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Eddy potential energy to eddy kinetic energy 
aver<le:e over ~odel deys 36.0 ~a 63.0 
I 
~I 
Figure 4_5b :::xperiment 1: Energy transfers of eddy potentia l 
: 0 eddy kinetic energy (i.e., baroc linic energy transfer ) for 
!nodel days 36 to 63. The con t.o ur interval is 1 ergs em-' so' 
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Dislance off shore (km) 
Velocily a l model day 36_0 
Figure 4.6a Experiment 2: Surface ve l ocity vectors at day 36. 
To avoid c lu tter. velocity vectors are plotted at every third 
gr:d poi:1t in botb the cross-shore and alongshore direction. 
a~d ve l ocities less than 5 cm S -l are not plotted. Note l arge 
,-,~d"larions near the Shark Bay meander Iy-IC OU kr..) and 





Distance off sr. ore (km) 
VelocIty at model day 42.0 -.~'" 
Figure 4.6b E:xperimcnt 2: Surface velocity vectors at day 42. 
To avoid clutter, ve l oc i ty vectors are plotted at every th i rd 
gr i d point i n both the cross - shore and a longshore direction, 
a r-d veloc i ties less tr.at! 5 e m S- l are not plotted. Note 


















Distance off shore (km) 
Velocity at model day 4-5.0 J.,.It~< 
.. ~.. 
Figure 4.6c Experi:nent. 2: Surface velocit.y vect.ors at. day 45. 
Tc avoid c l ut.t.er, ve l ocit.y vect.ors are plot.ted at every third 
grid point in both the cross-shore and alongshore direction, 
and velocities l ess t.har, 5 cm 5" a!.'"e not plot.t.ed. Note the 
formation of anticyclonic eddies at Cape LeeUldn (y-500 \em), 
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Velocity at model d<:y 72.0 
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Figure 4.6d Exper-iment 2 : Sur-face velocity vectors at day 72. 
To avoid c lutt.er. velocity vectors are plotted at every t hird 
grid point in both t.he cross-shore and alongshore direction. 
and velocit.ies less t.han 5 cm s·' are not. plotted Note the 
formation of an anticyclonic eddy between Albany and Esperance 
!x- 400 kIn) 
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Velocity at model day 144.0 J . • ur-.(, 
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Figure 4.6e Experiment 2: Surface velocity vectors at day 
144. To avoid c l utter, velocity vecto~s are plotted at every 
t~.ird grid point in both the Cyoss-shore and alongshore 
d.iYcction. and velocities less than 5 em S·l are not plotted. 
:-Jo>:::e that the =-eeuwin Current is no longer distinctly defined 
a10:19 the Southern At.:stralian coast due to mea:1de rs and eddy 
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Figure 4.8 Experiment 2 : Total k inetic energy per unit mass 
tlme series for the first 150 model days averaged over t he 
ent.:.re domain (Un i ts of the k i netic ene:::-gy a.::-e cm's- ') 
Distance off shore (km) .3 
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Eddy potential energy to eddy kinetic energy 
avera..:e over model days 39.0 to 57.0 
I 
I 
Figure 4.9b Experiment 2: E:1ergy transfers of eddy pot.ential 
to eddy kine tic energy (i.e .. barecl:"nic energy transfer) fo:::-
model days 39 to 57. The centaur inter-va:'.. is 1 ergs crr,-l s · ). 
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Figure 4..l0a Experimen t 3: St;:::face ve l ocity vec t ors at day 
6 . Tc avcid clutter, ve locity vectors a:::e plotted a t eve :::y 
th~rd grid point in bc t h the cross - shore a nd alongshore 
direct-lor .. .:tr.d velecit i es less than 5 em S - l are net plo t ted. 
a sma l l anticyc loni c eddy near the NWS · .... ater source 





Velocity at model day 27.0 
... ~ ~~:"~:.!~~. 
Figure 4.10b Experiment 3: Surface velocity vectors at day 
27. To avoid clutter, velocity vectors are plotted at every 
t~i .::- d grid point in both the cross-shore and a l ongshore 
dl.rection, and velocities less than 5 cm s- ' are not plotted. 
Note a nticyclonic mear.ders, one jt.;st south of Shark Bay 
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Velocity at n~!1del day 42.0 
~Jote t he [o:::mati o n of intense 
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Velocity at model day 45_0 2U ...... 2 
.. ~"" 
Figure '.lOd Experiment J, Surface veloci t:y vectors at day 
45. To avoid clutter, velocity vectors are p l otted at every 
third gr i d po i nt i r. both -the cross-shore and al o ngshore 
dil:"ection. and ve l ocities less than 5 em s · ' are no t plotted. 
Note the anticyc l onic eddies near t he NNS water source regi o n 
(y-1700 ~J. St".ark Bay (y-1000 kIn), Fremantle (y-850 km), aed 
Cape Leeuwin (y - 500 ~). 
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Distance off shore (k::n) 
Velocity at model day 870 
Figure •. ~O. Experiment J: Surface velocity vect.or s a t day 
87, 70 avoid clutter, ve l ocity vecto!"s are p l otted <It every 
tL i rd grid poi-nt in both ,the cross - sh:Jre and a l o:lgshor e 
dir-eet i or:, .:t r.d vclocit::'es less than 5 e m S-l a::-e r.ot plotted. 
"otc the forl",ation of an a:1ticyclonic eddy betv.-een Albany 
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Velocity at model day 129.0 
Figure 4.10f Experiment 3 : Surface velocity vectors at day 
129. To avoid clutter, velocity vectors are plotted at every 
t~ird grid point i n both the cross-shore and alongsho:::e 
dire c tion, und velocities le::;s than 5 em s · ' a re not plotted. 
!\ote the westward p :::opagation of eddies . Also, eddy pairs a:::e 
visible th::: o l..lgho'..lt the coastal regia!'!. 
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Figure 4. ~2 Experiment 3: Tota.l kine tic energy per unit mass 
::~:ne serl.es for ,he fi r st 1SO mode l days averaged over 'he 
e:1::l.r e domain (Unit s of the kinetic ener gy are cm's- l) 
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Distance orr shore (km) 
Mean klOetic energy to eddy kmetic ene r gy 
avera"e over model days 42.0 to 63_0 
Figure 4.1.3a Experiment), Energy trans f ers of meaT'. to eddy 
k i netic energy (i.e., barotropic energy transfer) for model 





Distance off shore (km ) 
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Eddy potential energy to ed dy kin etic energy 
averaj1:e over modei days 42 ,0 to 63,0 
Figure 4. 13b Experiment 3: Energy t ransfers of eddy pot e n tial 
to eddy kinet:ic energy (i.e .. ba:::oclinic energy transfer) for 
model days 4 2 to 63. The c ontour in terval is 1 ergs Clr, · ' s ·' 
Distance off shore (km) 
~{ean kmetlc e nergy to eddy kinetic energy 
avera~e over model days 114.0 to t3SQ 
Figure 4.14a Experiment. 3: Energy t.ransfers of <.lean t.o eddy 
";::":'.e:l.C ene rgy \l..e., barot::-opic energy transfer) for model 
cays 114 to 135. The cont.our interval is 1 ergs cm- l s·' 
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Eddy potential energy to eddy kinetic energy 
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Figure 4o.14b Expe=iment): Er.ergy transfers of eddy potenti il l 
1:.0 e:idy kine tic energy ! i, e ., baroc l i n ic energy transfer) for 















Distance off shore (km) 
Velocity at model day 9 .0 , '.I'~' 
•• ~c. 
Figure 4 . 15a Expe:::.-iment 4: Surface veloc ity vect.ors at day 
9 To avoid clutter. velocity vectors a:::.-e p l otted at every 
t.hird grid po:"nt in both -t.he cross-shore and alon;sho::-e 
direction. and ve l ocit.ies l ess than 5 em S - l are not plotted. 
No':.e the large oEfshoo:s near preferred locations off t.he 
COdS:: o f Shark 3ay ly-1000 K.'"l\), Fremantle (y-850 k:m). Cape 
LeeuI,.'in (y--SOO kr.1), and Albany Ix-SOO krn). 
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Distance of! shore (km) 
Velocity at model day 24.0 ~ Ulh.ljp 
" "'u. , ~·O " 
Figure 4.~5b Exper i :nent 4: Surface ve l ocity vec tors at day 
24. T o avoid clutter, v~ l ocity vectors il.re plot ted at every 
t:h irc. grid point in both the cross - sho:::e and a l ongshore 
dl:::ectio n, and ve locities l ess th<1.:1 5 em S-1 <1. re not p lo tc.ed . 
Kot:e th<1.t t.he offshoots of Figure 4 .15a have i:1':.ensified <1.nd 
deve l oped :'-nto ant ieyc lo:lic me<1.:1ders . 
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Veloclty a t model day 27.C 
Figure 4 .1Sc Experiment 4 : Surface velocity vectors at day 
27. To avoid clutter, velocity vectors are plotted at every 
thi.::-d grid point in both the cross - shore and alongshore 
direction, and velocities less than 5 en S - l are not plotted. 
Note the forma t i.on of anticyclonic eddies at Frema ntle (y-850 
kml, and Shark 8<!\y (y-1000 kr:». 
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Distance off shore (k::n) 
Veloc Ity at modei day 42 .0 
Figure 4.1Sd Experi:ne n t 4: Surface ve l ocity vectors at d05y 
42 . To avoid clutter, '"e l oc i ty vectors are plo t ted a:: e '"ery 
th~rd gri d point in both the cross-shore a nd alongshore 
direcLio:-l, a:-ld ve l ocities l ess ::han 5 cm S- l are not p l o tted. 
Note the an::icyclonic eddies near Cape LeeU', .. ,in (y-5(J O kIn) dnd 
ClEfy Head (x-·nO ) , and o ff the c o ast of Al bany (x-5 0 0 kIn). 
Th e Fremantle (y-85 0 i<r:',j eddy has begun its westward 
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Velocity at model day 50 .0 
.. ~:. 
Figure 4.~Se Experiment 4: Surface velocity vectors at day 
6 0. To avoid clutter, velocity vectors are plotted at every 
third grid point in both the cross-shore and alongshore 
d;rec: i o n , and velocities less than 5 em S-I are not plotted . 
NotE ::he Io!:'mation of a sec ond anticyc:'onic eddy i!1 the NWS 
Wi:lter source reg~on. and the existence of eddy pairs a l ong the 
er. t~re coast. 
1 04 
Distance off shore (km) 
Velc;~:ty at model day 135.0 >. i Ut-.(2 
""'I""" ,.~ , :. 
Figure 4.l0f Experi ment 4: Sur f ace velocity vect:ors at day 
:35. To avo i d clutter. velocity vecto.::-s a.::-e plotted at: £!ve::y 
thi.::-d grid point in both t.h e cross - shore and alongshore 
dJ.rection. and veloc i t.ies less than 5 cm s o: are no t plotted. 
Note the formdt. i on of a :"lew ant:icyclor. ic eddy at: Dongara 
1'll-9 00 k..T.1 The Lee u"'in Current is fo:::c ed far offshore a'"ay 
from the coastal regions due to '"est .... 'ard propagat i on of 
e d dies Also, eddy p a irs are visible t.hroughout t:he coastal 
reg .l. on. 
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Temperature contour at modei day 24.0 
Figure 4. 16 Experimer.t 4: Surface temperature at day 24. The 
CO:1tour interva l is 1 0 C. The temperature increases tewards 
t he \'iest coast. r-:ote the strong temperature front established 
a l o!"!g th e SoutherI'. Austra l ian coast. 
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Figure ( . 17 Experiment 4: Total kinetic energy per unit mass 
t lme series for the first 150 mode l days averaged over 'he 
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Distance ott sho r e (km ) 
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Me an kinetic energy to eddy kinetic ene rgr 
averalle over mode l days 24 .0 to 4 5.0 
Figure ". ~8a Experiment. 4: Energy t.ransfers of mean t.o eddy 
kinet. ic energy (i. e . , barot.ropic energy transfer ) for model 
days 24 to 45 The cont.our int.erval is 1 ergs cm·) s " . 







Distance of! shore (krn) 
-" 73 .3 - 7 i1~_ ~ 
I I 
Eddy potential energy to eddy kinetic energy 
av!'!raEe over model days 24.0 to 45 .0 
Figure 4. ~Bb Experiment 4 : Energy transfers of eddy potential 
to eddy kinetic energy (i.e., bar-ac l inic energy trans f e.::l for 
mo c.eJ. days 24 to 45. T:'le CO:ltour interva:i. is 1 ergs em-' S·,. 
1 09 
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Mean kinelic energy to eddy kinelic energy 
aVer6.i;e over model days 129.0 to 150.0 
Figure 4.l9a Experimer.t 4: Ene:.-gy transf e:.- s of mean to eddy 
)Clnet~ c ene:.-gy (i . e ., baro~ropic energy transfer) for model 
days .!.. 29 to 150. The e ontou:::- i nterval is 1 ergs em -' s< 
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Eddy potential energy to eddy kinetic energy 
avera£e over model days :29.0 to 150.0 
Figure 4.19b Experiment 4: Ene!'gy transfers of eddy pot-entia l 
to eddy ki::1etic energy (i. e .. baraclinic ef'.ergy trar.sfer) for 
model days 129 to 150. The contour interval is 1 ergs em- 1 
11 1 
chste.nce of! 5hore. i km ) 
- ~6~ . 7 -57;: _ J 
Figure '.20a 2:xperiment 5, Surface velocity vectors at day 
3 To avoid clu'Cter. velocity vectors are plotted at every 
th ~ rd grid point in both the cross-shore and alongshore 
direct i on. and v e :!. ocities !. ess t.han 5 em s " are not plotted. 
112 
VelOCity <it :nodei day 30.0 
,.~o. 
Figure 4.20b Experiment 5: Surface velccity vectors at day 
30 To avoid clutter, velocity vectors are plot t ed at every 
third gr i d point .i n both the cross-shon~ ar.d a l ongs:'lore 
direct i on, and ve l ocities less tha:1 5 em S - l are not plotted. 
Note the preser.ces of offshoots and meanders near Shark Bay 
(y-1 00 0 km). Don.gara (y-900 krn) ana Cape Leeuwin (y-5QC km) . 
:13 
Jjstan"~ ~H !hor~ (km) 
V~jO""ty .n :nod~j day 36.0 
,.~:. 
Figure 4.20c Experime!'lt 5: Surface velocity vectors at day 
36 . ':'0 avoid cluttey, velocity vectors are plotted at every 
third grid point in both the cross-shore and a l ongshore 
dil:""ection, and velocit i es less than 5 cm S· , are not p lo tted . 
Note the f ormation of anticyclonic eddies at Frerr.antle ly-8 50 
kIn), and Shark Bay (y-1000 km). 
114 
DIStll.nee 011 shore .. kml 
-~n_~ -J9' 1 
VelOCIty at model 1ay 57.0 
F~gure 4.20d Experiment 5: Surface velccity vectors at day 
57. To avoid c l ut~e!", velocity vecto::.-s are plotted at eve::.-y 
th1.rd g!"id point in bo':h ·the c!"oss - shore and alongshore 
d:'rection . and velocities less than 5 cm s ol are not plotted 
Note the ar.ticyc l o:lic eddies nea:-- Cape Leeuwir, ly-500 km) ar.d 
C"-iffy Head (x-7iO). a nd off the COast of Albany ix-SO~ km). 
The appearance of an offshore polel-iard curre:1t has formed from 
a sp l i t in the geostropic inflow caused by the westward 
p!"opag6. l ion of west coast:. eddies. 
11 5 
!)l'te.n ce e lf 5hore (i.an) 
".l4 J - ~ SJ, 3 -572 ,J 
Ve!eC'Ity a t m odel dey 72.0 
.. , ;"~:.:~: ~ . 
F i gure 4.20e Experimen t 5 : Surface velocity vectors at day 
72. 1'0 avoid clutter, ve l ocity vect.ors are plott.ed a':. every 
;:: ~ird grid point in both t he cress-shore and alongshore 
direccion, and velccit.ies less than 5 cm s - : are not plot.ted 
Note the [o:::-mation o f secondary mea:'lders formed ::lear Shark Bay 
(y-1QCl0 km) , Dong"ara ly-900 kIn). and Fremant l e (y-R50 km), by 
the inf l u e nce of the NWS wate:::-s. 
V"IOClty at model jay ,05 .0 
.. ~ .. 
Figure 4.20f Experiment. 5: Surface velocity vectors a":: day 
10 5 ':'0 avoid clut"::er, ve l oc i ty vectors are plot "::ed at every 
third grid point i:l both the cross-shore a nd alo~gshcre 
direction, and ve::"ocities l ess than 5 cm S" are not plott.ed . 
~o te tha t the :!leander formed by tr.e NV,S waters "darr.-break" has 
i ntensified so tr.a":: anticyclonic eddies have been generated . 
1 : 7 
Dist"oce ot! shore [kmj 
. " ,,~ J ·QS3 3 -7~2. i 
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".~:. 
Figure 4.20g- Experiment 5: Surface velocity vectors a t day 
150 . To avoid clutter, velocity vectors are plotted at every 
third grid point in both the cross -shore and alongshore 
d i rect i on . and velocities less than 5 cm S-l are net plotted. 
NwLe tha,: the intensification of the offshore poleward current 
restricts the growth and propagation rate of eddies . 
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F i gura 4.21a Experiment 5 : Surface temperatu r e at day 3~. 
The contour i nterval is 1" C. The tempe!:ature increases 
towa.::ds the west coast. Note the s t.::-ong temperatu re front 
es tablished along the Southern Aust ralian coast. 
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Figure 4 _21b Experiment 5: Surface temperature at day 57. 
The contour interval i s 1 ° c. The temperature increases 
towards the west coast. Note that the wind forcing has 
intensified the strong tempe ratu re front established along the 
Southern Australian coast. Cold Sub-Antarc tic Waters have 
been eo'::Crained into the Leeuwin current tront. 
120 
Ji:ltance otf shore (km) 
Temperature con lour at model day ~05 a 
Figure 4.21c Exper-iment 5: Surface temper-atl!=-e at day IDS. 
The contour i :1terval is 1° C. The tenperat'..lre increases 
to',""ards t he ',""est coast . No t e the advection of the N',IS ',""aters 
along the entire coast has increased the newl y for::led eddi es 
temperature b y -2'C. The terr,per-ature front established along 
the Sout.hern Aus t.ralian coast continues t o in tensify. 
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Figure 4_21d Experiment 5: Surface temperature at day 150. 
The contour interval is 1 0 C. The terr.perature increases 
to, .... ards the west coast. Note that the wi:ld forcing acts to 
r e cede the bulk of the Nh'S waters to north of Shark Say 
(y-1000 kIn ), and also establishes a strong tea>perature !:ront 







Figure '.22 Experiment 5; Total kinetic ene~gy per unit mass 
::'lme seL"leS for the first 150 model day s ave1:aged over the 




Oistano;e olf shore Oem) 
~e"n klnetlo; ener£y to eddy ianetic energy 
average over mOdel days 36.0 to 57.0 
Fiaure 4.23a Experiment 5, Energy transfers of mean to eddy 
k inet i c energy (i.e., barotropic ene:::-gy transfer ) for model 
day s 36 to 5 7 . The contou:::.- interval is 1 ergs cm- 1 S-l 
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Figure 4.23b Experiment 5: Energy transfers of eddy potentia l 
to eddy kine':::ic energy (i.e .. baroclinic e:lergy tyansfer) for 
r.ode l days 36 to 57. The eontOl.:r interva l is 1 ergs em' ) s' 
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Figure 4.24a Experiment 5: Energy transfers of mean t o eddy 
kinetic energy (i.e ., barotropic e nergy transfer) for :nodel 
days 120 t. o 150. The contour interval is 1 e rgs cm- J S-l. 
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Figure 4.24b Exper i ment. 5 : En e r gy t ransfers o f eddy pot.ent ial 
t o eddy k inet.ic ene r gy (i . e . . baroc l inic energy trans f er) for 
model days 120 t. o 150 . The con t.o u r interva l is 1 e r gs em-) 
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F i gure 4 . 26 a Thl!; Lhree> dimensiona l depiction o f the 
mod,-' ], s irreg',llar c03stline shows the prefell'ed locati on fO I-
t h e EurmaLion o E me soscale Instabi li t ies. Note the 
d e v o?lopment of me a nde r s and eddies near Shark Bay, be t we en 




Figure 4, 26b The top tigure displays br i ghtness temperature 
from AVHRR band 4 taken June 19, 1984. The land to t he 
right of the image is grey, and the Leeuwin Current (warm ) 
is in pale tones. The botton", figure is a line sketch of t he 
AVHRR image displaying the major west coast Leeuwin Current 
structures (A, B, C, and D). The l ocation of these major 
structures are c ::msistent with the preferred l ocation of 
mesosca l e instabi l ities a l ong the model's irregu lar 
coastline (from Pearce and Grif f i ths . 1991) 
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Fig ura 4 .2 6c Surfac e tempe r ature images from the NOAA11 
satellite . Warmer water appear as red with the coolest 
water. a dark blue . Both the top image (16 Apr.il 1991) , and 
the bottom image (28 July 1991) display the major south 
coast Leeuwin Current structu!.es in the vicj nity o f Cape 
Leeuwin, Cli ff y Head , and Alballj. These locations are 
consistenL with the prE:ferred locations of mesoscale 
instabilities along the model's irregul ar co,) 15tl j ne (Images 
courtesy of Allen Pearc e and Ange l a Way) 
13 .. 
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The use of process-oriented modeling studies of the 
Leeuwin Current System off Wes tern and Sout:'lern Australia have 
been instrumental in p:::-oviding insight into the development of 
unique current cha~acteristics and mesoscale features. In a l l 
experiments, a p oleward and eastward surface Current, 
equa torward and westward undercurrent, meanders, and eddies 
were generated. with the addition of the Southern Australian 
coas':. to the model domain, a signific ant amount of horizontal 
and vertical shear was added to the region. The maximwn 
current (and undercurrent) velocities occurred at Cape 
Leeuwin. The eddies that formed had time scales of months, 
with some eddies appear ing as semi-permanent features. The 
eddy length scales were consistent with the Rossby radius of 
deformation. The wavelengths for the west coast eddies were 
larger than the south coast eddies. The south coast eddies 
also propagated westward at a slower r-ate than the west coast 
eddies. These effects were likely due to the ongoing 
geostr-opic inflow which ac ted to deform the eddy shape, to 
inhibit the growth r-ate of eddies, and to impede the westwar-d 
Rossby propagation of eddies. 
Exper-iment 1 (ideal coastline) revealed how the current 
dynamics around Cape Leeuwin increase instability by inducing 
anticyclonic vorticity into the system. 'rhis anticyclonic 
vor-tici ty is likely a result of the current shifting from 
polewar-d to e as twar-d via the Corio l is and geostr-ophic for-ces 
acting on the current. The 90 0 cor-ner (Cape Leeuwin) was the 
preferred location for the deve l opment of initial mesoscale 
features. Subsequent mesoscale features developed upstream 
(o ff Fremantle) and downstream (off Albany) of Cape Leeuwin. 
In Experiment 2, the significance of adding an irregular 
(realistic) coastline, revea l ed a greater increased barotropic 
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instability, and a reduced baroclinic instability for eddy 
generation. The irregular coastline established a more 
energetic and dynamic surface current, but effectively 
decreased the magnitudes of the undercurrents (bath 
equatorward and westward). It also limited the extent of 
advection of warmer equatorial waters along the entire coast. 
Ini tial eddy development occurred much earlier, and developed 
ir. preferred locations: at Shark Bay, between Dangara and 
Fremantle, and at Cape Leeuwin (in the vicinity of coastal 
indentations along Western Australia, and Cape Leeuwin) . 
In the follow-or. experiments 3 and 4, North West Shelf 
(NWS) water added a significant amount of horizontal shear 
near the equatorial source region. The influence of the NWS 
waters diminished away from the source region but contributed 
significantly to downstream current characteristics. The 
overall baroclinici ty increased significantly. 
Greater current velocities were observed all along the coastal 
regions. The observed undercurrents were significantly higher 
than in previous experiments. The warmer NWS waters were 
advected further south which resulted in warmer 2-3°C 
increases in temperature for waters along the coast and into 
the Great Australiar: Bight region. This led to the 
establishment of strong temperature fronts along Southern 
Australia as cooler Sub-Antarctic Water was entrained into the 
southern branch of the current system. Mesoscale features 
farmed earlier in the equatorial region of the model domain. 
The NWS waters increased the scale at which the dominant eddy 
growth occurred by modifying the thermal structure in the 
inshore region. The dominant scale of eddy generation for the 
west coast eddies in the current was -180 km. As in 
exper::'ments 1 and 2, eddies off the south coast were generally 
smaller (-120 km) than eddies off Western Australia. 
Experiment 5 produced a model Leeuwin Current which had a 
complex flow regime due to the presence of the three major 
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forcing :nechanism!O. The '",ind forcing e f fects '",ere strongest 
in the equa t orial and t he int erior ocean regions of the model 
domain, and dominated t he regional charac:.eristics in t he pre -
t."",,'S ''''ater tirr,e period. The '",inds along the irregul ar 
coast l ine increased the current baroclinicity v i a upwelling 
along t he west_ coast, and produced an intensified current 
front along the south coast . The winds opposed the thermal 
forcing along the west coast, which effectively decreased the 
magni tude of the poleward current (and undercurrent). Near 
Cape Leeuwin, easterly cl i matological winds augmented the 
thermal forcing effect and significantly enhanced the current 
flow around Cape Leeuwin, Poleward and eastward current 
velocities were reduced from those of previous experiments in 
:.he pre - NWS water time period . 
The formation of eddies and their subsequent westward 
propagation resulted in a division of the onshore geos t roph i c 
inflow. The establishment of an offshore poleward current in 
addition to a narrow inshore poleward current decreased the 
westward Rossby wave propagation rate and limited the growth 
rate of. the west coast eddies. The two poleward 
ret.;nited at Cape Leeuwin, whic:'l greatly increased regional 
ho::::-izontal and vertical shears. 
Itlhen 1"MS waters were added to the model, they initially 
dominated the source region, with the wind forcing only having 
seco!1d order effects. This effectively eliminated regional 
upwelling and surged warm waters (previous l y held abate by the 
wind force) along the entire coastline. The regeneration of 
west coast eddies followed by their subsequent westw~rd Rossby 
propagation intensified the offshore poleward current, and 
further incredsed reg i onal shear forces . The meEoscal e 
feat_ures generated by the NWS water subsequent l y propagated 
away from the west coast, diminishing in their dominant 
influence over the wind. The wind forcing along the west 
coast refined the narrow poleward current from Dongara to Cape 
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Leeuwin and intensified the coastal temperature and veloci ty 
front. This established a strong west coast baroclinic zone. 
The wind force additionally acted to recede the b u lk of the 
warmer NWS water to north of Carnarvon. 
Eddies formed in response to the three forcing mechanisms. 
Different instability mechanisms dominated different regions 
of the model domain . Although the eddies were generated by 
mixed instabilities, baroclinic instability dominated in the 
eddy formation regions, while barotropic 
instability dominated in the south coast eddy formation 
regions. The dominant length sca l e for the west coast eddies 
in the current was -180 - 300 kIn , while the dominant length 
scale for the south coast eddies was only -140 kIn . Most of 
the eddies had time scale of months; the eddies near the 
dynamic region of Cape Leeuwin seem to be semi-permanent 
features. This is possibly due to the combined effects of 
easterly climatological winds, intensified geostropic inflow 
(from continuous thermal forcing), and shear forces that 
occurred as a resul t of the mergence of the two poleward 
Based on these results, it can be concluded that process-
oriented modeling studies of the Leeuwin Current System off 
Western and Southern Australia have been instrumental in 
providing insight into the development of unique current 
characteristics and of mesoscale features . The model results 
f rom Experiment 5, which has the most realistic features, 
agree well with available observa t ions off Western and 
Southern Australia. These findings are also generally 
consistent with previous model s t udies (e.g., Batteen et al., 
1992; Weaver and Middleton, 1989,1990). These resul ts support 
the hypothesis that the Leeuwin Current is a thermally driven 
current maintained by the equatorw~rd surf~ce lleating and 
poleward surface cooling, wi th characteristics governed by the 
variation of daily thermal and wind forces . 
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NAVAL RELEVANCE AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Naval Relevance 
Since the focl.!5 on lit;toral regions is an accelerated 
research initiative of the Office of Naval Research, obtaining 
an understanding of the impact of the three contributing 
forces driving the :..eeuwin Current, as wel l as the preferred 
locations of the format;ion of mesoscale features , is a step in 
the right direction. l-iowever, further research is required in 
order to accurately predict the long term maintenance, 
location and intensity of mesoscale featl.!res. Nevertheless, 
the finding in this thesis can be applied to e!1hance Naval 
operations off the coast of Western and SOl.!thern Australia. 
The anoma lous Leeuwin Current is one of the world's 
stro!1gest eastern boundary currents, wi th seasonal peak 
velocities on the order of some western boundary currents. 
The current's sharp velocity and temperature fronts, as well 
as its semi-permanent warm core eddies, c an be applied 
tactically in the defense of the Australian Continent. 
Submarine, Anti - Submarine, and Mine Warfare elements c an 
achieve a tactical advantage by properly utilizing the current 
system characteristics (i.e., the placement of acoustic 
arrays; the l aying, known posi tion. and removal o f mines; and 
the convert deploy:nent of drivers). This knowledge is also 
instrumental in planning the ingress and egress of Naval 
Vessels to and from a part visit in the friendly town of 
Fremantle, the major shipping site for Western Australia. 
2. Recommendations 
Future studies should extend the model runs to multiple 
This would help identify seasoual 
characteristics (i.e., regeneration and maintenance) of the 
Leeuwin Current System. 
There are a l so specific questions to address regarding the 
characteristics of the Leeuwin Current System: will a 
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continental shelf effect the generation and intensity of the 
split geostropic inflow, and the format ion of the offshore 
poleward cu~rent by impeding westward Rossby propagation of 
mesoscale featu~es? will the addition of bottom topog~aphy 
into the model enhance baroclinic instability even mor-e such 
that it becomes the dominant instabil i ty mechanism for the 
entire model domain? Ar-e the smal ler- scale eddies off 
Southern Austr-alia a product of ba~otropic instability as 
pr-oposed by the model, or ba~oclinic instability as proposed 
by G~iffiths and Pearce (1985)? Do preferred locations for 
meanders and eddies actually exist? Pearce and Griffiths 
(1991) examined satellite images fr-om 1982 -1986 from which 
they tentatively concluded that no preferred l ocation existed 
for meander and eddy formations. They also concluded that 
bottom topography did not seem to play an i mportant role in 
meander and eddy formation. 
It is also recommended that Experiment 5 be repeated with 
an even more detailed coastline (including bottom topography 
in t he model) in an extended model run to investigate seasonal 
effects and the maintenance of the current over a number of 
years. Does the westward undercurrent actually exist, or is 
it just a westward offshoot of an anticyclonic eddy? A cross 
sectional area of the east-west ve locity component area near 
Cliffy Head revealed a model undercurrent (e . g . 4.2b); 
however-, the velocity plot (Figure 4.25) fails to show a 
sustained undercurrent with magnitudes on the same order as 
the cross - section plot . Figur-e 4.25 does. show an 
anticyclonic eddy with a westward offshoot near Cl.i.ffy Head . 
To date, only the observations of RV Franklin's sur-vey of this 
region have revealed a westwar-d undercurrent (Cresswell and 
Peterson 1993). This anticyclonic eddy offshoot may be the 
source of th~ Cr~sswe11 and Peterson (1993) undercur-rent 
observation. 
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",'hat is the seasonal extent of the Leeuwln Cu~rent into 
the Great Australian Bigh':.? The model Leeuwin Current 
extended into the Great Austra l ian Bight throughout the entire 
model ru!'l. This was contrary to Cresswe l l and Peterson's 
(1993) 6 March 1987 observation that the Leeuwin Current 
recedes from the southern coast and is arrested near 34°S 
along the westerr. coast.. Rochford (1986) also identif.ied a 
recessio!1 of the Leeuwin Current out of the Great Australia 
Bight region. Multiple-year model runs should provide insight 
and answers to the above questions, as well as insight into 
the seasona l ity of the Leeuwin Current System . 
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